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EXHIBIT 31 22 U.S. Code Chapter 73 - INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT (IRFA)
Current through Pub. L. 114-38. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) Not all §s have
been included in this review.
§ 6401 - Findings; policy
§ 6402 - Definitions
SUBCHAPTER I - DEPARTMENT OF STATE ACTIVITIES (§§ 6411 to 6417)
SUBCHAPTER II - COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS FREEDOM (§§ 6431 to 6436)
THE USCIRF – United States Commission on International Religious Freedom
SUBCHAPTER III - PRESIDENTIAL ACTIONS (§§ 6441 to 6461)
President Bill Clinton, who signed this Act into law, assigned all his responsibilities to the
State Department via a Presidential Memorandum not an executive order. And the next
two presidents appear to have done nothing and left it up to the Department of State.
SUBCHAPTER IV - REFUGEE, ASYLUM, AND CONSULAR MATTERS (§§ 6471 to 6474)
SUBCHAPTER V - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS (§ 6481)
0.0. ANOTHER LAW IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S CASE 3:16-CV-00093:
0.1. Uncovered in the early hours of 16-Aug-2016 in support of my complaint; all my
documents; and all my exhibits.
0.2. This Law is so directly related to the Constitutional Foundational Basis of my Case that it
and its Annual Reports were included by Reference in Doc. #22 Supplement (Addendum) No. 1
to Doc. #21 Plaintiff’s Arguments And Motions (PAAM) for my Case.
0.3. After reviewing it in some detail the preponderance of applicability to my case has driven
me to detail it in this Exhibit 31 and file it as an additional supplemental document.
0.4. This Law, I argue falls under USC Article III, Section 2, The judicial Power shall extend to all
Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution, the Laws of the United States, and
Treaties made, or which shall be made, under their Authority; … .
0.4.1. I argue that my case is a case of “Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution” as it is a
Federal Questions Case as filed, and argued in Doc- #21.
0.4.1.1. Equity: In its broadest and most general signification, this term denotes the spirit and
the habit of fairness, justness, and right dealing which would regulate the intercourse of men
with men [men with Government]. Citation: Law Dictionary: What is EQUITY? definition of
EQUITY (Black's Law Dictionary)
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0.4.2. It is further argued, that AMENDMENT XI does not protect the Federal Government
Public Officials in my case or under this ACT with regards to “Law and Equity” for Citizens of the
United States, of which I am a natural born one, whether abroad or here at Home! If not then it
is a U.S. Law showing favoritism to Foreigners and discriminates against US2!!
0.4.3. I can find no other AMENDMENTS to our Constitution that protects the Government
Public Officials in my case or under this ACT with regards to “Law and Equity” for Citizens of the
United States of which I am a natural born one, whether abroad or here at Home!
0.4.4. These arguments are being made here because under 22 U.S. Code Chapter 73
Subchapter III - PRESIDENTIAL ACTIONS Part A - Targeted Responses to Violations of Religious
Freedom Abroad § 6450 - Preclusion of judicial review is claimed. “§ 6450. Preclusion of judicial
review: No court shall have jurisdiction to review any Presidential determination or agency
action under this chapter or any amendment made by this chapter.”
0.4.5. I argue, again, that this is an attempted modification of our Constitution without
Amendment for “Sovereign Immunity” where no “Sovereign Immunity” exists and thus this
section is unconstitutional as to “Law and Equity” for citizens of the United States, of which I
am a natural born one, whether abroad or here at Home! Politicians Habitual Law breakers!!!!
0.4.5.1. I argue, that discrimination is a form of trespass and invasion, therefore:
0.4.5.1.1. “An agent acting -- albeit unconstitutionally -- in the name of the United States
possesses a far greater capacity for harm than an individual trespasser exercising no authority
other than his own.”;
0.4.5.1.2. “And "where federally protected rights have been invaded, it has been the rule from
the beginning that courts will be alert to adjust their remedies so as to grant the necessary
relief."”; and
0.4.5.1.3. "In such cases, there is no safety for the citizen, except in the protection of the
judicial tribunals, for rights which have been invaded by the officers of the government,
professing to act in its name. There remains to him but the alternative of resistance, which may
amount to crime."
0.4.5.1.4. Citation: Bivens.
0.5. Thus, I will make my arguments about this ACT for my case and against those Federal
Government Public Officials involved in my case who again habitually violate our Laws.
0.5.1. But First lets here from the USCIRF Chair!
0.6. "Not a day goes by without at least one country from these lists appearing on the front
page of a major newspaper. Humanitarian crises fueled by waves of terror, intimidation and
violence have engulfed an alarming number of countries over the past year,”said USCIRF Chair
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Dr. Katrina Lantos Swett in the opening of the USCIRF 2015 Annual Report. “With serious
religious freedom violations occurring all around the world, these horrors speak volumes
about how and why religious freedom and the protection of the rights of vulnerable religious
communities matter. All nations should care about abuses beyond their borders not only for
humanitarian reasons but because what goes on in other nations rarely remains there. The
full recognition of religious freedom is a critical guarantor of the safety, security and survival
of the persecuted and vulnerable.” [And Federal Crucifixions are being carried out in US2!!]
0.6.1. USCIRF, in its role as an independent U.S. federal government advisory body,
recommends that the State Department add eight more nations to its list of “countries of
particular concern,” or CPCs, where particularly severe violations of religious freedom are
perpetrated or tolerated. These countries are [the worst of the worst]:
0.6.1.1. Central African Republic (first time recommendation) xxxx Those included in Section 13.
0.6.1.2. Egypt Crushed 3,300 years ago when they went against GOD!!
0.6.1.3. Iraq imam obama pulled our troops out end of 2014 and a Sunni hell has broken lose!!
Libya: USCIRF REPORTED ON THEM IN 2015 BUT IT IS SO BAD THEY DIDN’T EVEN RATE THEM!!
0.6.1.4. Nigeria
0.6.1.5. Pakistan Sunni Saudi Wahhabis took over in the late 70s early 80s (1979 Iran Hostages)
0.6.1.6. Syria imam obama’s Redline: Syria crossed it and imam obama did nothing!!
0.6.1.7. Tajikistan
0.6.1.8. Vietnam
0.6.2. USCIRF also recommends that the State Department redesignate as CPCs [the worst of
the worst] the following nine countries and take additional actions to promote religious
freedom:
0.6.2.1. Burma
0.6.2.2. China
0.6.2.3. Eritrea
0.6.2.4. Iran imam obama made a fast track nuclear weapons deal with them last year!!
0.6.2.5. North Korea
0.6.2.6. Saudi Arabia Wahhabis: Treated with kid gloves since Clinton and the 93 WTC Attack!!
0.6.2.7. Sudan
0.6.2.8. Turkmenistan
0.6.2.9. Uzbekistan
0.6.3. Along with recommending CPC designations, USCIRF also places 10 countries on its 2015
“Tier 2” list, a Commission designation for governments that engage in or tolerate violations
that are serious but not CPC-level. USCIRF urges increased U.S. government attention to the
following countries:
0.6.3.1. Afghanistan imam obama left 10,000 troops at end of 2014!! It looks like hell in Iraq!!
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0.6.3.2. Azerbaijan
0.6.3.3. Cuba imam obama just diplomatic relations with them without congress!!
0.6.3.4. India
0.6.3.5. Indonesia
0.6.3.6. Kazakhstan
0.6.3.7. Laos
0.6.3.8. Malaysia imam obama’s golfing partner on Christmas Eve 2014!!
0.6.3.9. Russia
0.6.3.10. Turkey
0.6.4. The USCIRF Report also highlights religious freedom concerns in countries that do not
meet Tier 1 (CPC) or Tier 2 thresholds, but should also be the focus of concern. These countries
are:
0.6.4.1. Bahrain
0.6.4.2. Bangladesh
0.6.4.3. Belarus
0.6.4.4. Cyprus
0.6.4.5. Kyrgyzstan
0.6.4.6. Sri Lanka
USA Should we be added to this list considering the extreme religious concerns of the ACA ??
0.6.5. See Section 10 – 12 & excerpts from Selected 2015 & 2016 Country Reports in Section 13.
1.0. § 6401. Findings; policy
1.1. (a) Findings: Congress makes the following findings:
1.1.1. (1) The right to freedom of religion undergirds [a firm basis for] the very origin and
existence of the United States. Many of our Nation’s founders fled religious persecution
abroad, cherishing in their hearts and minds the ideal of religious freedom. They established in
law, as a fundamental right and as a pillar of our Nation, the right to freedom of religion. From
its birth to this day, the United States has prized this legacy of religious freedom and honored
this heritage by standing for religious freedom and offering refuge to those suffering religious
persecution.
1.1.1.1. Absolute Emphasis on “Many of our Nation’s founders fled religious persecution
abroad, cherishing in their hearts and minds the ideal of religious freedom.”!!!! Placed first
because it was a driving cause for the Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, and our
Bill of Rights.
1.1.1.1.1. I call upon this Judiciary to be guided by “their hearts and minds the ideal of religious
freedom” that our Founding Fathers placed in our Supreme Law of Our Land that THEY
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undergirded in Our Declaration of Independence – Our Constitution – Our Bill of Rights and set
me, and We the People FREE once again from religious persecution with all the Relief I Seek!!!!
1.1.1.2. Absolute Emphasis on “freedom of religion undergirds the very origin and existence of
the United States”!!!!
1.1.1.2.1. Yet in my Case the Demo-rats and their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, are attacking the
underpinnings [the set of ideas, motives, and devices that justify] of our Liberty of Freedom of
Religion in our United States of America and the Republic for which it Stands!!!!
1.1.1.3. Absolute Emphasis on “They established in law, as a fundamental right and as a pillar of
our Nation, the right to freedom of religion”!!!!
1.1.1.3.1. Yet in my Case the Demo-rats and their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, are modifying this
Supreme Law unconstitutionally without Amendment with ex post facto laws, the ACA and the
SSA et al, and claiming “Sovereign Immunity” to take away my, and our Fundamental Rights!!
1.1.1.4. Absolute Emphasis on “the United States has prized this legacy of religious freedom and
honored this heritage by standing for religious freedom and offering refuge to those suffering
religious persecution.”!!!!
1.1.1.4.1. Yet in my Case the Demo-rats and their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, are rejecting this
legacy and dishonoring this heritage and crucifying me for my spiritual beliefs and practices!!
1.1.1.5.2. My last Refuge on earth is in this Judiciary!!
1.1.1.6. I now TRULY KNOW what it means to be a minority and discriminated against!!!!
1.1.1.7. Will this Judiciary END my CRUCIFIXION by the Demo-rats and their puppets????
1.1.2. (2) Freedom of religious belief and practice is a universal human right and fundamental
freedom articulated in numerous international instruments, including the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Helsinki Accords,
the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and Discrimination Based on
Religion or Belief, the United Nations Charter, and the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
1.1.2.1. Absolute Emphasis on “Freedom of religious belief and practice is a universal human
right and fundamental freedom”!!!!
1.1.2.1.1. Unless you live in the United States of America under Demo-rats Rule and Cruel and
Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, enforced by their puppets, the
DOJ and FBI, and IRS, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAWS, their motto
squared: “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where
NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
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1.1.2.2. I now TRULY KNOW what it means to be a minority and discriminated against!!!!
1.1.2.3. Will this Judiciary END my CRUCIFIXION by the Demo-rats and their puppets????
1.1.3. (3) Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights recognizes that “Everyone has
the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion. This right includes freedom to
change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in
public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship, and
observance.”. Article 18(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights recognizes
that “Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion. This right
shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either
individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or
belief in worship, observance, practice, and teaching”. Governments have the responsibility to
protect the fundamental rights of their citizens and to pursue justice for all. Religious freedom
is a fundamental right of every individual, regardless of race, sex, country, creed, or
nationality, and should never be arbitrarily abridged by any government.
1.1.3.1. Absolute Emphasis on “Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and
religion. This right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone
or …, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship, and observance.” and “This
right shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom,
either individually or …, to manifest his religion or belief in worship, observance, practice, and
teaching”!!!!
1.1.3.1.1. Just because I have changed my belief and practices and am one alone individual with
my spiritual beliefs and practices I am to be FREE: with Extra Special Emphasis, “GOD has
granted me a ‘FREE WILL’!!!!!!!” And I use it FREELY without manmade religions!!!!
1.1.3.2. Absolute Emphasis on “Governments have the responsibility to protect the
fundamental rights of their citizens and to pursue justice for all.”
1.1.3.2.1. Unless you live in the United States of America under Demo-rats Rule and Cruel and
Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, enforced by their puppets, the
DOJ and FBI, and IRS, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAW: “Do as We say
and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.3.3. Absolute Emphasis on “Religious freedom is a fundamental right of every individual,
regardless of race, sex, country, creed, or nationality, and should never be arbitrarily abridged
by any government.”
1.1.3.3.1. This act then applies to the UNITED STATES of AMERICA also!!
1.1.3.3.2. Unless you live in the United States of America under Demo-rats Rule and Cruel and
Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, enforced by their puppets, the
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DOJ and FBI, and IRS, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAW: “Do as We say
and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.3.4. I now TRULY KNOW what it means to be a minority and discriminated against!!!!
1.1.3.5. Will this Judiciary END my CRUCIFIXION by the Demo-rats and their puppets????
1.1.4. (4) The right to freedom of religion is under renewed and, in some cases, increasing
assault in many countries around the world. More than one-half of the world’s population
lives under regimes that severely restrict or prohibit the freedom of their citizens to study,
believe, observe, and freely practice the religious faith of their choice. Religious believers and
communities suffer both government-sponsored and government-tolerated violations of their
rights to religious freedom. Among the many forms of such violations are state-sponsored
slander campaigns, confiscations of property, desecration of cemeteries, surveillance by
security police, including by special divisions of “religious police”, severe prohibitions against
construction and repair of places of worship, denial of the right to assemble and relegation of
religious communities to illegal status through arbitrary registration laws, prohibitions against
the pursuit of education or public office, and prohibitions against publishing, distributing, or
possessing religious literature and materials.
1.1.4.1. Absolute Emphasis on “The right to freedom of religion is under renewed and, in some
cases, increasing assault in many countries around the world.”!!!!
1.1.4.1.1. ABSOLUTELY TRUE!!!!: Right here in the United States of America under Demo-rats
Rule and Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, enforced by
their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, and IRS, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the
LAW and “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where
NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.4.2. Absolute Emphasis on “More than one-half of the world’s population lives under
regimes that severely restrict or prohibit the freedom of their citizens to study, believe,
observe, and freely practice the religious faith of their choice.”!!!!
1.1.4.2.1. ABSOLUTELY TRUE!!!!: Right here in the United States of America under Demo-rats
Rule and Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, enforced by
their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, and IRS, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the
LAW and “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where
NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.4.3. Absolute Emphasis on “Religious believers and communities suffer both governmentsponsored and government-tolerated violations of their rights to religious freedom.”!!!!
1.1.4.3.1. ABSOLUTELY TRUE!!!!: Right here in the United States of America under Demo-rats
Rule and Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, enforced by
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their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, and IRS, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the
LAW and “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where
NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.4.4. Absolute Emphasis on “confiscations of property”!!!!
1.1.4.4.1. ABSOLUTELY TRUE!!!!: Loss of SSA Benefits under the ACA right here in the US of A
under Demo-rats Rule and Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once
stood, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAW and “Do as We say and not as
We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.4.5. Absolute Emphasis on “illegal status through arbitrary registration laws”!!!!
1.1.4.5.1. ABSOLUTELY TRUE!!!!: The ACA “If you qualify, you won’t need to reapply for this
exemption unless you turn 21 or leave your religious sect.” § 5 Form Approved OMB No. 09381190 Application for Exemption from the Shared Responsibility Payment for Members of
Recognized Religious Sects or Divisions 10/2014 - 29-Sep-2015 downloaded Page 1 Exhibit 3 of
my Federal Questions Complaint right here in the United States of America under Demo-rats
Rule and Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, as in my case
they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAW and “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What
We WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.4.6. I now TRULY KNOW what it means to be a minority and discriminated against!!!!
1.1.4.7. Will this Judiciary END my CRUCIFIXION by the Demo-rats and their puppets????
1.1.5. (5) Even more abhorrent, religious believers in many countries face such severe and
violent forms of religious persecution as detention, torture, beatings, forced marriage, rape,
imprisonment, enslavement, mass resettlement, and death merely for the peaceful belief in,
change of or practice of their faith. In many countries, religious believers are forced to meet
secretly, and religious leaders are targeted by national security forces and hostile mobs.
1.1.5.1. How close am I with, “GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH!!!!” here in the US of A??
1.1.5.2. How close are we with the Invasion of Fundamental Islamic Sharia Law supported by
imam obama into our United States of America and the Republic for which it Stands????
1.1.5.2.1. Doc. #21 2ND MOP 8.4. “I reject a politics that is based solely on racial identity,
gender identity, sexual orientation, or victimhood generally.” imam obama! Victimhood: “A
living creature slain and offered as a sacrifice during a religious rite”; klo-synonym: 6-12-16
PULSE Obituary Orlando Florida: “/PO͞OF/”!!!!!!! The slayers, “a politics” Fundamental Islamic
Sunni Sharia Code!! “living creatures” – AMERICANS!!!!
1.1.5.2.1.1. imam obama and his puppets, the DOJ and the FBI, protected the murderer of
these innocent Americans!! And they are protecting islamist over me, Doc 21 EXHIBIT 27!!
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1.1.5.2.1.2. imam obama can’t call the enemy for who they are!! The chimp in chief, “I see no
evil – I hear no evil – I speak no evil!!!” for they are his brothers in SHAHADA/SWARD!!!
1.1.5.2.1.3. “Sunni” Double Strikethrough herein because I learned from reviewing the
International Religious Freedom Reports, and you will see below with excerpts from 2015 and
2016 International Religious Freedom Reports that both Sunni Wahhabi Saudi Arabia and Shia
Islamic Republic of Iran are implicated by 1.1.5. (5) above!!
1.1.5.3. I now TRULY KNOW what it means to be a minority and discriminated against!!!!
1.1.5.4. Will this Judiciary END my CRUCIFIXION by the Demo-rats and their puppets????
1.1.6. (6) Though not confined to a particular region or regime, religious persecution is often
particularly widespread, systematic, and heinous under totalitarian governments and in
countries with militant, politicized religious majorities.
1.1.6.1. Absolute Emphasis on “not confined to a particular region or regime”!!!!
1.1.6.1.1. ABSOLUTELY TRUE!!!! Right here in our United States of America under Demo-rats
Rule and Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Republic for which it once stood, enforced by
their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, and IRS, as in my case they claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the
LAW: “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING
APPLIES to US!!”!!
1.1.6.2. I now TRULY KNOW what it means to be a minority and discriminated against!!!!
1.1.6.3. Will this Judiciary END my CRUCIFIXION by the Demo-rats and their puppets????
1.1.7. (7) Congress has recognized and denounced acts of religious persecution through the
adoption of the following resolutions: oops, but for the ACA!!
1.1.7.1. (A) House Resolution 515 of the One Hundred Fourth Congress, expressing the sense of
the House of Representatives with respect to the persecution of Christians worldwide.
1.1.7.1.1. I am not a jew-christian-muslim-other, I am FREE with GOD one on ONE!!!!
1.1.7.2. (B) Senate Concurrent Resolution 71 of the One Hundred Fourth Congress, expressing
the sense of the Senate regarding persecution of Christians worldwide.
1.1.7.2.1. I am not a jew-christian-muslim-other, I am FREE with GOD one on ONE!!!!
1.1.7.3. (C) House Concurrent Resolution 102 of the One Hundred Fourth Congress, expressing
the sense of the House of Representatives concerning the emancipation of the Iranian Baha’i
community.
1.1.7.3.1. Maybe imam obama is Shia instead of Sunni for he made a nuclear deal or just gave
aid and comfort to our swearing enemy Shia Iran with the obama nuclear deal?? Or maybe he
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is really Sunni and is setting the Shia Iranians up for an attack from the Sunni Saudis or better
yet Israel and he can wipe out Sunni enemy Iran, and Israel after the fact?? He has a Sunni
Childhood Foundation after all!!
1.1.7.3.2. And didn’t imam obama give Iran another $400 million in ransom in early 2016??
1.1.7.3.3. But for me, I am right here at Home in the United States of America and the Republic
for which it once Stood, and I am not a jew-christian-muslim-other, I am FREE with GOD one on
ONE so “GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH!!!!”!!!!
1.1.7.4. (D) A New Resolution Needed from both the House and Senate, expressing the sense of
both Houses concerning the emancipation of kevin l olson, and US2 from the ACA and the SSA.
1.1.7.4.1. This Judiciary can do this without them by Declaring both the ACA and the SSA
unconstitutional as shown and proven in my other case documents!!
1.1.7.4.1.1. Please, I Vehemently Plead with this Judiciary to so Order and grant me all the other
Relief I seek!!!!
1.1.7.5. (F) A New Resolution Needed from both the House and Senate, expressing the sense of
the both Houses concerning the emancipation of US2 from the Fundamental Islamic Sharia Law.
1.1.7.5.1. This Judiciary can do this without them by Declaring Fundamental Islamic Sharia Law
unconstitutional for US2!!
1.1.7.5.1.1. Please, I Vehemently Plead with this Judiciary to so Order and grant me all the other
Relief I seek!!!!
1.2. (b) Policy: It shall be the policy of the United States, as follows:
1.2.1. (1) To condemn violations of religious freedom, and to promote, and to assist other
governments in the promotion of, the fundamental right to freedom of religion.
1.2.1.1. Unless the violations are right here at home in the United States of America, then its
claim “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAW: “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT
APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”, and crucify the Religious Freedom seeker!!
1.2.2. (2) To seek to channel United States security and development assistance to
governments other than those found to be engaged in gross violations of the right to freedom
of religion, as set forth in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 [22 U.S.C. 2151 et seq.], in the
International Financial Institutions Act of 1977, and in other formulations of United States
human rights policy.
1.2.2.1. Absolute Emphasis on “To seek to channel United States security and development
assistance to governments other than those found to be engaged in gross violations of the
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right to freedom of religion”, IE: Iran and Saudi Arabia see 0.6.2.4. and 0.6.2.6. above; 2.1. and
2.2. below; and excerpts from Country Reports post!!!!
1.2.2.1.1. Maybe imam obama is Shia instead of Sunni for he made the nuclear deal or just gave
aid and comfort to Shia Iran with his nuclear deal?? Or maybe he is really Sunni and is setting
the Shia Iranians up for an attack from the Sunni Saudis or better yet Israel and he can wipe out
Sunni enemy Iran, and Israel after the fact?? He has a Sunni Childhood Foundation after all!!
1.2.2.1.2. And didn’t imam obama give Iran another $400 million in ransom in early 2016??
1.2.3. (3) To be vigorous and flexible, reflecting both the unwavering commitment of the
United States to religious freedom and the desire of the United States for the most effective
and principled response, in light of the range of violations of religious freedom by a variety of
persecuting regimes, and the status of the relations of the United States with different nations.
1.2.3.1. Absolute Emphasis on “vigorous and flexible”, unless you’re in the United States of
America and the Demo-rats are in control with their ACA, then its rigidity all their way!!
1.2.3.2. Absolute Emphasis on “unwavering commitment of the United States to religious
freedom”, unless you’re in the United States of America and the Demo-rats are in control, then
its:
1.2.3.2.1. “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAW: “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We
WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”, and crucify the Religious Freedom
seeker in US unless their islamic then protect them and attack the locals: Doc 21 Exhibit 27!!
1.2.4. (4) To work with foreign governments that affirm and protect religious freedom, in order
to develop multilateral documents and initiatives to combat violations of religious freedom and
promote the right to religious freedom abroad.
1.2.4.1. Absolute Emphasis on “work with foreign governments that affirm and protect religious
freedom”, IE: NOT Iran and Saudi Arabia see 0.6.2.4. and 0.6.2.6. above; 2.1. and 2.2. below;
and excerpts from Country Reports post!!!!
1.2.4.1.1. Maybe imam obama is Shia instead of Sunni for he made a nuclear deal or just gave
aid and comfort to Shia Iran with his nuclear deal?? Or maybe he is really Sunni and is setting
the Shia Iranians up for an attack from the Sunni Saudis or better yet Israel and he can wipe out
Sunni enemy Iran, and Israel after the fact?? He has a Sunni Childhood Foundation after all!!
1.2.4.1.2. And didn’t imam obama give Iran another $400 million in ransom in early 2016??
1.2.5. (5) Standing for liberty and standing with the persecuted, to use and implement
appropriate tools in the United States foreign policy apparatus, including diplomatic, political,
commercial, charitable, educational, and cultural channels, to promote respect for religious
freedom by all governments and peoples.
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1.2.5.1. Absolute Emphasis on “Standing for liberty and standing with the persecuted”, unless
you’re in the United States of America and the Demo-rats are in control, then its:
1.2.5.1.1. “Sovereign Immunity” to the LAW: “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We
WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”, and crucify the Religious Freedom
seeker in US unless their islamic!!
2.0. § 6402. Definitions In this chapter:
2.1. (11) Particularly severe violations of religious freedom: The term “particularly severe
violations of religious freedom” means systematic, ongoing, egregious violations of religious
freedom, including violations such as—
2.1.1. (D) other flagrant denial of the right to life, liberty, or the security of persons.
2.1.2. See 0.6.2.4. and 0.6.2.6. above; 2.2. below; and excerpts from Country Reports post on
Iran and Saudi Arabia!!!
2.1.3. It’s taking place right here in the USA under the Law of the ACA and the SSA!!
2.2. (13) Violations of religious freedom: The term “violations of religious freedom” means
violations of the internationally recognized right to freedom of religion and religious belief and
practice, as set forth in the international instruments referred to in section 6401(a)(2) of this
title and as described in section 6401(a)(3) of this title,
2.2.1. See 0.6.2.4. and 0.6.2.6. and 2.2. above; and excerpts from Country Reports post on Iran
and Saudi Arabia!!!
2.2.2. It’s taking place right here in the United States of America under the ACA with the
“imposition of an onerous financial penalty” with the taking of SSA benefits, or “forced
religious conversion” with buy health insurance or pay the islamic sharia zakat tax!!
2.2.3. including violations such as—
2.2.3.1. (A) arbitrary prohibitions on, restrictions of, or punishment for—
2.2.3.1.1. (i) assembling for peaceful religious activities such as worship, preaching, and prayer,
including arbitrary registration requirements;
2.2.3.1.1.1. The ACA’s requirement for Application of “Religious Exemption” is an “arbitrary
registration requirement” disguised under the welfare falsity that “every persons needs health
coverage”!!
2.2.3.1.1.2. If one puts their life & LIFE in the HANDS of GOD there is no need for “health
coverage” or “life coverage”!!!!
2.2.3.1.2. (ii) speaking freely about one’s religious beliefs;
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2.2.3.1.2.1. The Judiciary’s rulings and orders for my case and all the Relief I seek will define if I
am, and We the People are Free, or restricted and punished by ex post facto laws!!
2.2.3.1.3. (iii) changing one’s religious beliefs and affiliation;
2.2.3.1.3.1. ABSOLUTELY TRUE!!!!: The ACA “If you qualify, you won’t need to reapply for this
exemption unless you turn 21 or leave your religious sect.” supra!!
2.2.3.1.4. (iv) possession and distribution of religious literature, including Bibles; or
2.2.3.1.4.1. The Judiciary’s rulings and orders for my case and all the Relief I seek will define if I
am, and We the People are Free, or restricted and punished by ex post facto laws!!
2.2.3.1.5. (v) raising one’s children in the religious teachings and practices of one’s choice; or
2.2.3.1.5.1. The Judiciary’s rulings and orders for my case and all the Relief I seek will define if I
am, and We the People are Free, or restricted and punished by ex post facto laws!!
2.2.3.2. (B) any of the following acts if committed on account of an individual’s religious belief
or practice: detention, interrogation, imposition of an onerous financial penalty, forced labor,
forced mass resettlement, imprisonment, forced religious conversion, beating, torture,
mutilation, rape, enslavement, murder, and execution.
2.2.3.2.1. Absolute Emphasis on “imposition of an onerous financial penalty” with the taking of
SSA benefits, or “forced religious conversion” with buy health insurance or pay the islamic
sharia zakat tax: it’s taking place right here in the United States of America under the ACA and
the SSA!!
3.0. 22 U.S. Code Subchapter I - DEPARTMENT OF STATE ACTIVITIES
3.1. § 6413. Establishment of religious freedom Internet site
3.1.1. In order to facilitate access by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and by the public
around the world to international documents on the protection of religious freedom, the
Secretary of State, with the assistance of the Ambassador at Large, shall establish and maintain
an Internet site containing major international documents relating to religious freedom, the
Annual Report, the Executive Summary, and any other documentation or references to other
sites as deemed appropriate or relevant by the Ambassador at Large.
3.1.1.1. Sent email to them 19-Aug-16 at media@uscirf.gov, Subject “US Violations of Religious
Freedom”, Text “See Federal District Court Fargo North Dakota Case No. 3:16-cv-00093.”
3.2. § 6416. Equal access to United States missions abroad for conducting religious activities
3.2.1. (a) In general Subject to this section, the Secretary of State shall permit, on terms no less
favorable than that accorded other nongovernmental activities unrelated to the conduct of the
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diplomatic mission, access to the premises of any United States diplomatic mission or consular
post by any United States citizen seeking to conduct an activity for religious purposes.
3.2.1.1. Everywhere in the World except right here in the New United States of America and the
Republic for which it once Stood that is now under Demo-rats Rule and Cruel and Unusual
Punishment with the ACA enforced by its puppets, the DOJ and FBI, and IRS!!
3.2.2. (b) Timing and location: The Secretary of State shall make reasonable accommodations
with respect to the timing and location of such access in light of— (1) the number of United
States citizens requesting the access (including any particular religious concerns regarding the
time of day, date, or physical setting for services); (2) conflicts with official activities and other
nonofficial United States citizen requests; (3) the availability of openly conducted, organized
religious services outside the premises of the mission or post; availability of space and
resources; and (5) necessary security precautions.
3.2.2.1. Absolute Emphasis on “reasonable accommodations” everywhere in the World except
right here in the New United States of America and the Republic for which it once Stood that is
now under Demo-rats Rule with the ACA enforced by its puppets, the DOJ and FBI, and IRS!!.
3.2.3. (c) Discretionary access for foreign nationals: The Secretary of State may permit access to
the premises of a United States diplomatic mission or consular post to foreign nationals for the
purpose of attending or participating in religious activities conducted pursuant to this section.
3.2.3.1. Considering the Current World Tribulation, IE: a 12 – 14 year old ISIS boy, so they think,
blows himself up at a wedding in Turkey; and that Fundamental Islamic Sharia Law Coders will
say and do anything to access our Foreign Stations and Homes, and our Homeland here in the
United States of America this seems to me to be a vary terrible item and puts Americans at Risk
in violation of the 1998 ARB, see Doc 21 Exhibit 28 … “The Department of State, in fact, does
not apply its security standards fully.” and “Policy-makers and operational officers were
remiss in not preparing more comprehensive procedures”, and Benghazi comments related to
Hillary Clinton’s testimony under oath, in obama’s 2016 RNC Speech, and other specifics in my
case documents et al. Will this Judiciary protect US2 from our Government Officials??
3.2.3.2. Clearly the Federal Government has become absolutely anchored to protecting itself
over and above the We the People!!
3.2.3.3. Real Religious Freedom seems to mean so little these days to the Federal Government!!
Noting: The Authority of this IRFA was extended to 30-Sep-2019 on 16-Oct-2015!!
3.2.3.3.1. This means that its protections lapsed for 16 days: “Law Makers, The President and
his puppets, The DOJ and FBI; The IRS; The Department of State; et al in fact, do not apply
Freedom of Religion standards fully.” and “Law Makers, The President and his puppets, The
DOJ and FBI; The IRS The Department of State; et al; and Policy-makers and operational
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officers are remiss in not preparing more comprehensive plans and procedures to keep
Freedom of Religion as a PRIORITY in OUR NATION and around the WORLD unless you are of
the islamic faith!!!” See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 27 US v Bensalem Township PA Zoning for Mosque
21Jul2016, and google for other similar cases!! Can we all now shout “DISCRIMINATION”!!!!
3.2.3.4. Will this Judiciary uphold that “the right to freedom of religion undergirds the very
origin and existence of the United States.”; “Many of our Nation’s founders fled religious
persecution abroad, cherishing in their hearts and minds the ideal of religious freedom.”; “They
established in law, as a fundamental right and as a pillar of our Nation, the right to freedom of
religion.”; and “From its birth to this day, the United States has prized this legacy of religious
freedom and honored this heritage by standing for religious freedom and offering refuge to
those suffering religious persecution.” and lift me from the Federal Cross of Crucifixion that the
Demo-rats and their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, the IRS, et al (an absolute cobwebbery
entanglement of spiders and flies: no wonder nothing seems to get done in Washington, D.C.)
have impaled me on and award me all the Relief I seek??
3.2.3.4.1. Please order it so!!!!
3.3. And what did Secretary of State Hillary Clinton do but sell favors of her position with multimillion dollar contributions to her foundation by Saudi Arabia.
3.3.1. See 13.7.2.6. – 8. Below.
3.4. Who else have the Saudi’s been paying off since 911??
3.4.1. Was 911 a warning strike from the Saudi’s, “DON’T F_ _K WITH US!!” because of the
passing of this International Religious Freedom Act??
3.5. The United States Government has no business in imposing US2 onto to the World!!
3.5.1. It smacks of "rex non potest peccare" meaning "the king can do no wrong."
3.5.2. Ooh, awe, that’s right: that is what imam obama and his congressional sages, and
executive puppets are trying to impose on me.
3.6. Did the King Fahd of the Clan of Riyadh show US2 on 911 what happens when you piss an
Islamic Wahhabi King off??
3.6.1. Also of the Clan of Riyadh is the wealthy bin Laden family that is intimately connected
with the innermost circles of the Saudi Royal Family.
3.6.2. Usama bin Laden, a son of a father with intimate Saud Family connections, masterminds
the 911 attacks, or was Usama just another puppet being danced by the strings of an islamic
imam, like the DOJ and FBI dance to our imam obama??
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3.6.3. Did the Federal Government Support the Saudi King, his family, and his friends escape on
913 a response by We the People of our United States because of the 911 Saudi Attack??
Vanity Fair HIVE; “SAVING THE SAUDIS”; by Craig Unger; Oct-2003, and Investigations, NBC
News; “New questions about FBI probe of Saudis’ post-9/11 exodus. Wednesday Mar 14, 2012
5:41 AM. See also 13.7.0.1. below!!
4.0. 22 U.S. Code Subchapter II - COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
4.1. § 6434. Applicability of other laws
4.1.1. The Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App.) shall not apply to the Commission.
4.1.2. Thus all other Laws, with extra Emphasis on our Declaration of Independence, Our
Constitution, and Our Bill of Rights have “Applicability” and Controlling Authority over this Law!
4.2. § 6435. Authorization of appropriations
4.2.1. (a) In general: There are authorized to be appropriated to the Commission $3,500,000 for
each of the fiscal years 2016 to 2019 to carry out the provisions of this chapter and section
6433a Strategic Plan of this title, which includes Congressional Oversight.
4.2.2. So our taxes have gone to Fund and Protect International Religious Freedom, but I’m not
protected under Congressional Oversight right here at Home in my United States of America
and the Republic for which it Stands!! A long train of Habitual Usurpations!!
5.0. 22 U.S. Code Subchapter III - PRESIDENTIAL ACTIONS
5.1. PART A - Targeted Responses to Violations of Religious Freedom Abroad
5.1.1. § 6441. Presidential actions in response to violations of religious freedom
5.1.1.1. (a) Response to violations of religious freedom
5.1.1.1.1. (1) In general
5.1.1.1.1.1. (A) United States policy: It shall be the policy of the United States—
5.1.1.1.1.1.1. (i) to oppose violations of religious freedom that are or have been engaged in or
tolerated by the governments of foreign countries; and
5.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. I guess Religious Freedom isn’t a good idea for me because I live in the United
States of America and not a foreign country: Recall president obama’s response to me when I
sought redress of my grievances with the ACA violating my Religious Freedom right here in the
US of A: “Not a good idea!”
5.1.1.1.1.1.2. (ii) to promote the right to freedom of religion in those countries through the
actions described in subsection (b).
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5.1.1.1.1.1.2.1. I guess Religious Freedom isn’t a good idea for me because I live in the United
States of America and not a foreign country: Recall president obama’s response to me when I
sought redress of my grievances with the ACA violating my Religious Freedom right here in the
US of A: “Not a good idea!”
5.1.1.1.1.1.2.2. My additional arguments will be inserted into (b)
5.1.1.1.1.2. (B) Requirement of Presidential action
5.1.1.1.1.2.1. For each foreign country the government of which engages in or tolerates
violations of religious freedom, the President shall oppose such violations and promote the
right to freedom of religion in that country through the actions described in subsection (b).
5.1.1.1.1.2.1.1. Maybe imam obama is Shia instead of Sunni for he made a nuclear deal or just
gave aid and comfort to Shia Iran with his nuclear deal?? Or maybe he is really Sunni and is
setting the Shia Iranians up for an attack from the Sunni Saudis or better yet Israel and he can
wipe out Sunni enemy Iran, and Israel after the fact?? He has a Sunni Childhood Foundation
after all!! And the Sunni Saudi’s showed US2 on 911 what happens when you piss them off!!!
5.1.1.1.2. (2) Basis of actions: Each action taken under paragraph (1)(B) shall be based upon
information regarding violations of religious freedom, as described in the latest Country
Reports on Human Rights Practices, the Annual Report and Executive Summary, and on any
other evidence available, and shall take into account any findings or recommendations by the
Commission with respect to the foreign country.
5.1.1.1.2.1. See Section 13 Select Foreign Country Reports with Major Association to Islam.
Maybe imam obama is Shia instead of Sunni for he made a nuclear deal or just gave aid and
comfort to Shia Iran with his nuclear deal?? Or maybe he is really Sunni and is setting the Shia
Iranians up for an attack from the Sunni Saudis or better yet Israel and he can wipe out Sunni
enemy Iran, and Israel after the fact?? He has a Sunni Childhood Foundation after all and ISIS is
Sunni!! And the Sunni Saudi’s showed US2 on 911 what happens when you piss them off!!!
5.1.1.2. (b) Presidential actions
5.1.1.2.1. (1) In general Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the President, in consultation with
the Secretary of State, the Ambassador at Large, the Special Adviser, and the Commission, shall,
as expeditiously as practicable in response to the violations described in subsection (a) by the
government of a foreign country—
5.1.1.2.1.1. (A) take one or more of the actions described in paragraphs (1) through (15) of
section 6445(a) of this title (or commensurate action in substitution thereto) with respect to
such country; or
5.1.1.2.1.1.1. NOTE with EMPHASIS “one or more” that means “No Action” is not an option!!
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5.1.1.2.1.1.2. See Section 13.1. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN: Is making a nuclear deal with Iran
an action against violations of Religious Freedoms and/or an action of aid and comfort in
support of Iran’s position on Religious Activity?? Either or Both should be considered Treason!!
5.1.1.2.1.2. (B) negotiate and enter into a binding agreement with the government of such
country, as described in section 6445(c) of this title.
5.1.1.2.1.2.1. Oops, Secretary of State Kerry has said the Iran Nuclear Deal is not legally binding,
so it is aid and comfort to Iran who swears “Death to America” and violates Religious Freedoms
of every religion except Islamic Shias!! See Section 13.1. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN.
5.1.1.2.2. (2) Deadline for actions: Not later than September 1 of each year, the President shall
take action under any of paragraphs (1) through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or
commensurate action in substitution thereto) with respect to each foreign country the
government of which has engaged in or tolerated violations of religious freedom at any time
since September 1 of the preceding year, except that in the case of action under any of
paragraphs (9) through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or commensurate action in
substitution thereto)—
5.1.1.2.2.1. The date pf 01-Sep appears to be connected to the 4 year expiration date of 30-Sep
and thus any action by the president has to be taken by the 1-Sep so that should the IRFA not
be extended on 30-Sep the action isn’t seen as last minute punishment. Again noting that “No
Action” is not an option. See Section 5.1.7. § 6447. Presidential waiver, but it is limited! No!!
5.1.1.2.2.1. (A) the action may only be taken after the requirements of sections 6443 and 6444
of this title have been satisfied; and
5.1.1.2.2.2. (B) the September 1 limitation shall not apply.
5.1.1.2.3. (3) Authority for delay of Presidential actions
5.1.1.2.3.1. The President may delay action under paragraph (2) described in any of paragraphs
(9) through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or commensurate action in substitution thereto)
if he determines and certifies to Congress that a single, additional period of time, not to exceed
90 days, is necessary pursuant to the same provisions applying to countries of particular
concern for religious freedom under section 6442(c)(3) of this title.
5.1.1.2.3.2. I think there needs to be a special investigation as to imam obama’s compliance
with this law and other laws related to his nuclear deal with Iran.
5.1.1.3. (c) Implementation
5.1.1.3.1. (1) In general: In carrying out subsection (b), the President shall—
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5.1.1.3.1.1. (A) take the action or actions that most appropriately respond to the nature and
severity of the violations of religious freedom;
5.1.1.3.1.1.1. Imam obama’s action, “LET US MAKE A DEAL WITH THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF
IRAN and fast track them on a path to NUKES!!” See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 21 Iran Nuclear Deal …!!
5.1.1.3.1.2. (B) seek to the fullest extent possible to target action as narrowly as practicable
with respect to the agency or instrumentality of the foreign government, or specific officials
thereof, that are responsible for such violations; and
5.1.1.3.1.2.1. It’s called “The Islamic Republic of Iran” for a reason!! That tune sounds familiar:
“There’s a reason why my name’s Barack Hussein Obama!” See Doc 21 Exhibit 20 E20-klo-IA50.
5.1.1.3.1.3. (C) when appropriate, make every reasonable effort to conclude a binding
agreement concerning the cessation of such violations in countries with which the United
States has diplomatic relations.
5.1.1.3.1.3.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid
and comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also.
5.1.1.3.2. (2) Guidelines for Presidential actions: In addition to the guidelines under paragraph
(1), the President, in determining whether to take a Presidential action under paragraphs (9)
through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or commensurate action in substitution thereto),
shall seek to minimize any adverse impact on—
5.1.1.3.2.1. (A) the population of the country whose government is targeted by the Presidential
action or actions; and
5.1.1.3.2.1.1. Humanitarian aid and comfort is not restricted see 5.1.1.3.2.2.
5.1.1.3.2.1.2. So imam obama’s Iran Nuclear Deal was clearly military aid and comfort to our
enemy that declares “Death to America”!! Treason!!
5.1.1.3.2.2. (B) the humanitarian activities of United States and foreign nongovernmental
organizations in such country.
5.1.2. § 6442. Presidential actions in response to particularly severe violations of religious
freedom: Iran and Saudi Arabia both fall within this definition: See see 0.6.2.4.; 0.6.2.6.; 2.1.
and 2.2. above; and excerpts from Country Reports in Section 13!!!!
5.1.2.1. (a) Response to particularly severe violations of religious freedom
5.1.2.1.1. (1) United States policy: It shall be the policy of the United States—
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5.1.2.1.1.1. (A) to oppose particularly severe violations of religious freedom that are or have
been engaged in or tolerated by the governments of foreign countries; and
5.1.2.3.1.1.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid
and comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also.
5.1.2.1.1.2. (B) to promote the right to freedom of religion in those countries through the
actions described in subsection (c).
5.1.2.1.1.2.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid
and comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort!! Treason!!
5.1.2.1.1.2.2. But this won’t be used against the un-shia islamist et al in Iran? “Yeah you betcha
it will”!
5.1.2.1.1.2.3. I think there is a blood sucking islamic weasel in the oval office of our pigeon
coop, for imam obama protects the islamists of every sect over and above US2 even at the
spilling of American Blood right here at Home!! See Sections 17.5. – 17.13. of Doc 21 3RD MOP
Plaintiffs Final Pleadings 4 Freedom. Treason!!!!
5.1.2.1.2. (2) Requirement of Presidential action Whenever the President determines that the
government of a foreign country has engaged in or tolerated particularly severe violations of
religious freedom, the President shall oppose such violations and promote the right to religious
freedom through one or more of the actions described in subsection (c).
5.1.2.1.2.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid and
comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort!! Treason!!
5.1.2.2. (b) Designations of countries of particular concern for religious freedom
5.1.2.2.1. (1) Annual review
5.1.2.2.1.1. (A) In general: Not later than September 1 of each year, the President shall review
the status of religious freedom in each foreign country to determine whether the government
of that country has engaged in or tolerated particularly severe violations of religious freedom in
that country during the preceding 12 months or since the date of the last review of that country
under this subparagraph, whichever period is longer. The President shall designate each
country the government of which has engaged in or tolerated violations described in this
subparagraph as a country of particular concern for religious freedom.
5.1.2.2.1.1.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid
and comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort!! Treason!!
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5.1.2.2.1.2. (B) Basis of review: Each review conducted under subparagraph (A) shall be based
upon information contained in the latest Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, the
Annual Report, and on any other evidence available and shall take into account any findings or
recommendations by the Commission with respect to the foreign country.
5.1.2.2.1.2.1. See 0.6.2.4.; 0.6.2.6.; 2.1.; and 2.2. above; and excerpts from Country Reports in
Section 13!!!!
5.1.2.2.1.3. (C) Implementation: Any review under subparagraph (A) of a foreign country may
take place singly or jointly with the review of one or more countries and may take place at any
time prior to September 1 of the respective year.
5.1.2.2.1.3.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid
and comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort!! Treason!!
5.1.2.2.2. (2) Determinations of responsible parties: For the government of each country
designated as a country of particular concern for religious freedom under paragraph (1)(A), the
President shall seek to determine the agency or instrumentality thereof and the specific
officials thereof that are responsible for the particularly severe violations of religious freedom
engaged in or tolerated by that government in order to appropriately target Presidential actions
under this section in response.
5.1.2.2.2.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid and
comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort!! Treason!!
5.1.2.2.3. (3) Congressional notification: Whenever the President designates a country as a
country of particular concern for religious freedom under paragraph (1)(A), the President shall,
as soon as practicable after the designation is made, transmit to the appropriate congressional
committees—
5.1.2.2.3.1. (A) the designation of the country, signed by the President; and
5.1.2.2.3.1.1. The USCIRF 2015 Report was transmitted to imam obama on 30-Apr-2016. A
google search does not reveal any such report. Did he report to congress and if so when did he
report it, or was there just too much going on with the aid and comfort for the Islamic Republic
of Iran and the Nuclear Deal??
5.1.2.2.3.2. (B) the identification, if any, of responsible parties determined under paragraph (2).
5.1.2.2.3.2.1. If the report exists was this included in the report??
5.1.2.3. (c) Presidential actions with respect to countries of particular concern for religious
freedom
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5.1.2.3.1. (1) In general: Subject to paragraphs (2), (3), (4), and (5) with respect to each country
of particular concern for religious freedom designated under subsection (b)(1)(A), the President
shall, after the requirements of sections 6443 and 6444 of this title have been satisfied, but not
later than 90 days (or 180 days in case of a delay under paragraph (3)) after the date of
designation of the country under that subsection, carry out one or more of the following
actions under subparagraph (A) or subparagraph (B):
5.1.2.3.1.1. (A) Presidential actions: One or more of the Presidential actions described in
paragraphs (9) through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title, as determined by the President.
5.1.2.3.1.2. (B) Commensurate actions: Commensurate action in substitution to any action
described in subparagraph (A).
5.1.2.3.2. (2) Substitution of binding agreements
5.1.2.3.2.1. (A) In general: In lieu of carrying out action under paragraph (1), the President may
conclude a binding agreement with the respective foreign government as described in section
6445(c) of this title. The existence of a binding agreement under this paragraph with a foreign
government may be considered by the President prior to making any determination or taking
any action under this subchapter.
5.1.2.3.2.1.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid
and comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort including missiles!! Treason!! Show me the Money!!
5.1.2.3.2.2. (B) Statutory construction: Nothing in this paragraph may be construed to authorize
the entry of the United States into an agreement covering matters outside the scope of
violations of religious freedom.
5.1.2.3.2.2.1. Oops, the Islamic Republic of Iran Nuclear Deal is not protected in this Act!
5.1.2.3.3. (3) Authority for delay of Presidential actions: If, on or before the date that the
President is required (but for this paragraph) to take action under paragraph (1), the President
determines and certifies to Congress that a single, additional period of time not to exceed 90
days is necessary—
5.1.2.3.3.1. (A) for a continuation of negotiations that have been commenced with the
government of that country to bring about a cessation of the violations by the foreign country;
5.1.2.3.3.1.1. Oops, the Islamic Republic of Iran Nuclear Deal is not an acceptable deal nor has it
deterred anything!
5.1.2.3.3.2. (B) for a continuation of multilateral negotiations into which the United States has
entered to bring about a cessation of the violations by the foreign country;
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5.1.2.3.3.2.1. Oops, the Islamic Republic of Iran Nuclear Deal is not an acceptable deal nor has it
deterred anything!
5.1.2.3.3.3. (C)
5.1.2.3.3.3.1. (i) for a review of corrective action taken by the foreign country after designation
of such country as a country of particular concern; or
5.1.2.3.3.3.2. (ii) in anticipation that corrective action will be taken by the foreign country
during the 90-day period, then the President shall not be required to take action until the
expiration of that period of time.
5.1.2.3.3.3.2.1. So basically the president can claim anything and do nothing!! Sound just like
how our Federal Government appears to be working: doing nothing but blow rhetoric!!
5.1.2.3.4. (4) Exception for ongoing Presidential action under this chapter: The President shall
not be required to take action pursuant to this subsection in the case of a country of particular
concern for religious freedom, if with respect to such country—
5.1.2.3.4.1. (A) the President has taken action pursuant to this chapter in a preceding year;
5.1.2.3.4.2. (B) such action is in effect at the time the country is designated as a country of
particular concern for religious freedom under this section; and
5.1.2.3.4.3. (C) the President reports to Congress the information described in section
6444(a)(1), (2), (3), and (4) of this title regarding the actions in effect with respect to the
country.
5.1.2.3.4.4. So basically the president can claim anything and do nothing!! Sound just like how
our Federal Government appears to be working: doing nothing but blow rhetoric!!
5.1.2.3.5. (5) Exception for ongoing, multiple, broad-based sanctions in response to human
rights violations: At the time the President determines a country to be a country of particular
concern, if that country is already subject to multiple, broad-based sanctions imposed in
significant part in response to human rights abuses, and such sanctions are ongoing, the
President may determine that one or more of these sanctions also satisfies the requirements of
this subsection. In a report to Congress pursuant to section 6444(a)(1), (2), (3), and (4) of this
title, and, as applicable, to section 6448 of this title, the President must designate the specific
sanction or sanctions which he determines satisfy the requirements of this subsection. The
sanctions so designated shall remain in effect subject to section 6449 of this title.
5.1.2.3.5.1. Oops, the Islamic Republic of Iran Nuclear Deal lifted all the sanctions and put this
country of particular concern on the fast track to a nuclear weapon!! Treason!!
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5.1.2.4. (d) Statutory construction: A determination under this chapter, or any amendment
made by this chapter, that a foreign country has engaged in or tolerated particularly severe
violations of religious freedom shall not be construed to require the termination of assistance
or other activities with respect to that country under any other provision of law, including
section 2151n or 2304 of this title.
5.1.2.3.5.1. Oops, the Islamic Republic of Iran Nuclear Deal is not a Law or Treaty for it was not
approved by Congress. It is only a non-binding agreement for aid and comfort to a US enemy!!
5.1.3. § 6443. Consultations
5.1.3.1. (a) In general: As soon as practicable after the President decides to take action under
section 6441 of this title in response to violations of religious freedom and the President
decides to take action under paragraphs (9) through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or
commensurate action in substitution thereto) with respect to that country, or not later than 90
days after the President designates a country as a country of particular concern for religious
freedom under section 6442 of this title, as the case may be, the President shall carry out the
consultations required in this section.
5.1.3.1. It doesn’t appear to me that imam obama consults with anyone!! Imam obama just
does what he wants regardless of our Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, our Bill of
Rights, Separation of Powers et al!!
5.1.3.2. (b) Duty to consult with foreign governments prior to taking Presidential actions
5.1.3.2.1. (1) In general: The President shall—
5.1.3.2.1.1. (A) request consultation with the government of such country regarding the
violations giving rise to designation of that country as a country of particular concern for
religious freedom or to Presidential action under section 6441 of this title; and
5.1.3.2.1.1.1. Just more political rhetoric of no value, much like this Act is of no value.
5.1.3.2.1.2. (B) if agreed to, enter into such consultations, privately or publicly.
5.1.3.2.2. (2) Use of multilateral fora: If the President determines it to be appropriate, such
consultations may be sought and may occur in a multilateral forum, but, in any event, the
President shall consult with appropriate foreign governments for the purposes of achieving a
coordinated international policy on actions that may be taken with respect to a country
described in subsection (a), prior to implementing any such action.
5.1.3.2.2.1. Just more political rhetoric of no value, much like this Act is of no value.
5.1.3.2.3. (3) Election of nondisclosure of negotiations to public: If negotiations are undertaken
or an agreement is concluded with a foreign government regarding steps to cease the pattern
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of violations by that government, and if public disclosure of such negotiations or agreement
would jeopardize the negotiations or the implementation of such agreement, as the case may
be, the President may refrain from disclosing such negotiations and such agreement to the
public, except that the President shall inform the appropriate congressional committees of the
nature and extent of such negotiations and any agreement reached.
5.1.3.2.2.1. An easy out of saying we are doing something, but the public can’t be told what
that something is so imam obama goes golfing with the Islamic Dictator of Malaysia 24-Dec2014 while on vacation in Hawaii. More political rhetoric of no value, like this Act is of no value.
5.1.3.3. (c) Duty to consult with humanitarian organizations: The President should consult with
appropriate humanitarian and religious organizations concerning the potential impact of United
States policies to promote freedom of religion in countries described in subsection (a).
5.1.2.3.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid and
comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort including missiles!! Treason!!
5.1.3.4. (d) Duty to consult with United States interested parties: The President shall, as
appropriate, consult with United States interested parties as to the potential impact of
intended Presidential action or actions in countries described in subsection (a) on economic or
other interests of the United States.
5.1.2.4.1. Instead imam obama makes a non-binding Nuclear Agreement with Iran for aid and
comfort in the billions of dollars and for intellectual and material support also, which also
includes military weapons aid and comfort including missiles!! Treason!!
5.1.4. § 6444. Report to Congress
5.1.4.1. (a) In general: Subject to subsection (b), not later than 90 days after the President
decides to take action under section 6441 of this title in response to violations of religious
freedom and the President decides to take action under paragraphs (9) through (15) of section
6445(a) of this title (or commensurate action in substitution thereto) with respect to that
country, or not later than 90 days after the President designates a country as a country of
particular concern for religious freedom under section 6442 of this title, as the case may be, the
President shall submit a report to Congress containing the following:
5.1.2.2.3.1.1. The USCIRF 2015 Report was transmitted to imam obama on 30-Apr-2016. A
google search does not reveal any such report. Did he report to congress and if so when did he
report it, or was there just too much going on with the aid and comfort for our swearing enemy
“Death to America” the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Nuclear Deal??
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5.1.4.1.1. (1) Identification of Presidential actions: An identification of the Presidential action or
actions described in paragraphs (9) through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or
commensurate action in substitution thereto) to be taken with respect to the foreign country.
5.1.4.1.2. (2) Description of violations: A description of the violations giving rise to the
Presidential action or actions to be taken.
5.1.4.1.3. (3) Purpose of Presidential actions: A description of the purpose of the Presidential
action or actions.
5.1.4.1.4. (4) Evaluation
5.1.4.1.4.1. (A) Description: An evaluation, in consultation with the Secretary of State, the
Ambassador at Large, the Commission, the Special Adviser, the parties described in section
6443(c) and (d) of this title, and whoever else the President deems appropriate, of—
5.1.4.1.4.1.1. (i) the impact upon the foreign government;
5.1.4.1.4.1.2. (ii) the impact upon the population of the country; and
5.1.4.1.4.1.3. (iii) the impact upon the United States economy and other interested parties.
5.1.4.1.4.2. (B) Authority to withhold disclosure: The President may withhold part or all of such
evaluation from the public but shall provide the entire evaluation to Congress.
5.1.4.1.5. (5) Statement of policy options: A statement that noneconomic policy options
designed to bring about cessation of the particularly severe violations of religious freedom have
reasonably been exhausted, including the consultations required in section 6443 of this title.
5.1.4.1.6. (6) Description of multilateral negotiations: A description of multilateral negotiations
sought or carried out, if appropriate and applicable.
5.1.4.2. (b) Delay in transmittal of report: If, on or before the date that the President is required
(but for this subsection) to submit a report under subsection (a) to Congress, the President
determines and certifies to Congress that a single, additional period of time not to exceed 90
days is necessary pursuant to section 6441(b)(3) or 6442(c)(3) of this title, then the President
shall not be required to submit the report to Congress until the expiration of that period of
time.
5.1.5. § 6445. Description of Presidential actions
5.1.5.1. (a) Description of Presidential actions: Except as provided in subsection (d), the
Presidential actions referred to in this subsection are the following:
5.1.5.1.1. (1) A private demarche.
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5.1.5.1.1.1. Certainly this should not be classified so can President Obama produce proof that
he did this?? Certainly the Iran Nuclear Deal would suggest that President Obama is in support
of the actions of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran on all matters. The $400
million in ransom further supports my claim and provides more aid and comfort to our sworn
enemy!! Treason!!
5.1.5.1.2. (2) An official public demarche.
5.1.5.1.2.1. Can’t say that this has been big news!! It really has been just the opposite with all
imam obama’s actions in support of islam right here at Home, and with all the countries that
have that as their basis of governance!!
5.1.5.1.3. (3) A public condemnation.
5.1.5.1.3.1. Can’t say that this has been big news!! It really has been just the opposite with all
imam obama’s actions in support of islam right here at Home, and with all countries that have
that as their basis of governance!!
5.1.5.1.4. (4) A public condemnation within one or more multilateral fora.
5.1.5.1.4.1. Can’t say that this has been big news!! It really has been just the opposite with all
imam obama’s actions in support of islam right here at Home, and with all countries that have
that as their basis of governance!!
5.1.5.1.5. (5) The delay or cancellation of one or more scientific exchanges.
5.1.5.1.5.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.5.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.5.3. Treason!!
5.1.5.1.6. (6) The delay or cancellation of one or more cultural exchanges.
5.1.5.1.6.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.6.2. What was the $400 million dollars to the Islamic Republic of Iran for earlier this
year??
5.1.5.1.7. (7) The denial of one or more working, official, or state visits.
5.1.5.1.7.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.7.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.7.3. Treason!!
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5.1.5.1.8. (8) The delay or cancellation of one or more working, official, or state visits.
5.1.5.1.8.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.8.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.8.3. Treason!!
5.1.5.1.9. (9) The withdrawal, limitation, or suspension of United States development assistance
in accordance with section 2151n of this title.
5.1.5.1.9.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.10. (10) Directing the Export-Import Bank of the United States, the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation, or the Trade and Development Agency not to approve the issuance of
any (or a specified number of) guarantees, insurance, extensions of credit, or participations in
the extension of credit with respect to the specific government, agency, instrumentality, or
official found or determined by the President to be responsible for violations under section
6441 or 6442 of this title.
5.1.5.1.10.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.10.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.10.3. Treason!!
5.1.5.1.11. (11) The withdrawal, limitation, or suspension of United States security assistance in
accordance with section 2304 of this title.
5.1.5.1.11.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.12. (12) Consistent with section 262d of this title, directing the United States executive
directors of international financial institutions to oppose and vote against loans primarily
benefiting the specific foreign government, agency, instrumentality, or official found or
determined by the President to be responsible for violations under section 6441 or 6442 of this
title.
5.1.5.1.12.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.12.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.12.3. Treason!!
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5.1.5.1.13. (13) Ordering the heads of the appropriate United States agencies not to issue any
(or a specified number of) specific licenses, and not to grant any other specific authority (or a
specified number of authorities), to export any goods or technology to the specific foreign
government, agency, instrumentality, or official found or determined by the President to be
responsible for violations under section 6441 or 6442 of this title, under—
5.1.5.1.13.1. See 13.0. Select Foreign Country Reports with Major Association to Islam and
subsection 13.1. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN:
5.1.5.1.13.2. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.13.3. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.13.4. Treason!!
5.1.5.1.13.5. (A) the Export Administration Act of 1979 [50 U.S.C. 4601 et seq.];
5.1.5.1.13.5.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.13.6. (B) the Arms Export Control Act [22 U.S.C. 2751 et seq.];
5.1.5.1.13.6.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.13.6.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.13.6.3. Treason
5.1.5.1.13.7. (C) the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 [42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.]; or
5.1.5.1.13.7.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.13.7.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.13.7.3. Treason!!
5.1.5.1.13.8. (D) any other statute that requires the prior review and approval of the United
States Government as a condition for the export or reexport of goods or services.
5.1.5.1.13.8.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.13.8.1.1. Doc 21 3RD MOP § 17.4.1.1. He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and
Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur; …
. USC Article II Section 2 Second Paragraph.
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5.1.5.1.13.8.1.2. Doc 21 3RD MOP § 17.4.1.2. It appears to me that the filibuster by the
Democrats (the new Liberal-Socialist—Islamic-Communistic-Demo-rat Party) to not vote on the
Islamic Republic of Iran nuke deal was unconstitutional because no Consent of Congress was
given to the deal, thus the deal itself is unconstitutional. IE: if they don’t vote on appointed
judges, which is part of the above paragraph of our Constitution the judges don’t become
judges. Therefore, the phrase, “with the Advice and Consent of the Senate” has the same
meaning in both locations, and thus once again, the Iran deal itself is unconstitutional. And See
Exhibit 21 Iran Nuclear Deal, A Review By a Process Engineer. Search for “Congress” or
“Congressional Review”, the treaty claims, “The U.S. Administration, acting consistent with the
respective roles of the President and the Congress, will refrain from re-introducing or reimposing the sanctions specified in Annex II that it has ceased applying under this JCPOA,
without prejudice to the dispute resolution process provided for under this JCPOA. The U.S.
Administration, acting consistent with the respective roles of the President and the Congress,
will refrain from imposing new nuclear-related sanctions.” Page 37 of 125. If it’s not a treaty
it’s aid and comfort!
5.1.5.1.13.8.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.1.13.8.3. Treason!!
5.1.5.1.14. (14) Prohibiting any United States financial institution from making loans or
providing credits totaling more than $10,000,000 in any 12-month period to the specific foreign
government, agency, instrumentality, or official found or determined by the President to be
responsible for violations under section 6441 or 6442 of this title.
5.1.5.1.14.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.1.15. (15) Prohibiting the United States Government from procuring, or entering into any
contract for the procurement of, any goods or services from the foreign government, entities,
or officials found or determined by the President to be responsible for violations under section
6441 or 6442 of this title.
5.1.5.1.15.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.2. (b) Commensurate action: Except as provided in subsection (d), the President may
substitute any other action authorized by law for any action described in paragraphs (1)
through (15) of subsection (a) if such action is commensurate in effect to the action substituted
and if the action would further the policy of the United States set forth in section 6401(b) of
this title. The President shall seek to take all appropriate and feasible actions authorized by law
to obtain the cessation of the violations. If commensurate action is taken, the President shall
report such action, together with an explanation for taking such action, to the appropriate
congressional committees.
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5.1.5.2.1. Iran deal is not authorized by law because Congress did not vote on even voting to
support it!! Thus it is aid and comfort for an enemy by the President and Congressional
Members who voted in support of the President in the Iran Nuclear Deal!! Treason!!
5.1.5.2.1.1. Doc 21 3RD MOP § 17.4.1.1. He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and
Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur; …
. USC Article II Section 2 Second Paragraph.
5.1.5.2.1.2. Doc 21 3RD MOP § 17.4.1.2. It appears to me that the filibuster by the Democrats
(the new Liberal-Socialist—Islamic-Communistic-Demo-rat Party) to not vote on the Islamic
Republic of Iran nuke deal was unconstitutional because no Consent of Congress was given to
the deal, thus the deal itself is unconstitutional. IE: if they don’t vote on appointed judges,
which is part of the above paragraph of our Constitution the judges don’t become judges.
Therefore, the phrase, “with the Advice and Consent of the Senate” has the same meaning in
both locations, and thus once again, the Iran deal itself is unconstitutional. And See Exhibit 21
Iran Nuclear Deal, A Review By a Process Engineer. Search for “Congress” or “Congressional
Review”, the treaty claims, “The U.S. Administration, acting consistent with the respective roles
of the President and the Congress, will refrain from re-introducing or re-imposing the sanctions
specified in Annex II that it has ceased applying under this JCPOA, without prejudice to the
dispute resolution process provided for under this JCPOA. The U.S. Administration, acting
consistent with the respective roles of the President and the Congress, will refrain from
imposing new nuclear-related sanctions.” Page 37 of 125. If it’s not a treaty it’s aid and
comfort!
5.1.5.2.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.2.3. Treason!!
5.1.5.3. (c) Binding agreements: The President may negotiate and enter into a binding
agreement with a foreign government that obligates such government to cease, or take
substantial steps to address and phase out, the act, policy, or practice constituting the violation
of religious freedom. The entry into force of a binding agreement for the cessation of the
violations shall be a primary objective for the President in responding to a foreign government
that has engaged in or tolerated particularly severe violations of religious freedom.
5.1.5.3.1. Oops: the Iran nuclear deal doesn’t fit here either!!
5.1.5.3.2. Iran deal is not authorized by law because Congress did not vote on even voting to
support it!! Thus it is aid and comfort for an enemy by the President and Congressional
Members who voted in support of the President in the Iran Nuclear Deal!!
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5.1.5.3.2.1. Doc 21 3RD MOP § 17.4.1.1. He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and
Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur; …
. USC Article II Section 2 Second Paragraph.
5.1.5.3.2.2. Doc 21 3RD MOP § 17.4.1.2. It appears to me that the filibuster by the Democrats
(the new Liberal-Socialist—Islamic-Communistic-Demo-rat Party) to not vote on the Islamic
Republic of Iran nuke deal was unconstitutional because no Consent of Congress was given to
the deal, thus the deal itself is unconstitutional. IE: if they don’t vote on appointed judges,
which is part of the above paragraph of our Constitution the judges don’t become judges.
Therefore, the phrase, “with the Advice and Consent of the Senate” has the same meaning in
both locations, and thus once again, the Iran deal itself is unconstitutional. And See Exhibit 21
Iran Nuclear Deal, A Review By a Process Engineer. Search for “Congress” or “Congressional
Review”, the treaty claims, “The U.S. Administration, acting consistent with the respective roles
of the President and the Congress, will refrain from re-introducing or re-imposing the sanctions
specified in Annex II that it has ceased applying under this JCPOA, without prejudice to the
dispute resolution process provided for under this JCPOA. The U.S. Administration, acting
consistent with the respective roles of the President and the Congress, will refrain from
imposing new nuclear-related sanctions.” Page 37 of 125. If it’s not a treaty it’s aid and
comfort!
5.1.5.3.3. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.3.4. Treason!!
5.1.5.4. (d) Exceptions: Any action taken pursuant to subsection (a) or (b) may not prohibit or
restrict the provision of medicine, medical equipment or supplies, food, or other humanitarian
assistance.
5.1.5.4.1. Oops: the Iran nuclear deal doesn’t qualify under these “Exceptions”!!
5.1.5.5. References in Text:
5.1.5.5.1. The Export Administration Act of 1979, referred to in subsec. (a)(13)(A), is Pub. L. 96–
72, Sept. 29, 1979, 93 Stat. 503, which is classified principally to chapter 56 (§ 4601 et seq.) of
Title 50, War and National Defense. For complete classification of this Act to the Code, see
Tables.
5.1.5.5.1.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.5.1.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.5.1.3. Treason!!
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5.1.5.5.2. The Arms Export Control Act, referred to in subsec. (a)(13)(B), is Pub. L. 90–629, Oct.
22, 1968, 82 Stat. 1320, as amended, which is classified principally to chapter 39 (§ 2751 et
seq.) of this title. For complete classification of this Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out
under section 2751 of this title and Tables.
5.1.5.5.2.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.5.2.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.5.2.3. Treason!!
5.1.5.5.3. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, referred to in subsec. (a)(13)(C), is act Aug. 1, 1946,
ch. 724, as added by act Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1073, § 1, 68 Stat. 919, which is classified principally
to chapter 23 (§ 2011 et seq.) of Title 42, The Public Health and Welfare. For complete
classification of this Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out under section 2011 of Title 42
and Tables.
5.1.5.5.3.1. Oops the Iran Nuclear Deal violates this one!!
5.1.5.5.3.2. To quote imam obama, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we
acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”
5.1.5.5.3.3. Treason!!
5.1.6. § 6446. Effects on existing contracts (Not Included)
5.1.7. § 6447. Presidential waiver
5.1.7.1. (a) In general: Subject to subsection (b), the President may waive the application of any
of the actions described in paragraphs (9) through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or
commensurate action in substitution thereto) with respect to a country, if the President
determines and so reports to the appropriate congressional committees that—
5.1.7.1.0. From this point and above in this act relative to “paragraphs (9) through (15)” the
President may 1) respond expeditiously as practicable; 2) may delay; 3) seek to minimize any
adverse impact; 4) do one or more; 5) soon as practicable; 6) commensurate action in
substitution thereto; 7) decides to take action; 8) designates a country as a country of particular
concern; 9) identification of actions; 10) may waive the application; and lets not forget 11) seek
consultations which really means the president doesn’t have to do anything!! This is a bill of
political cesspoolians excrement!! And the following are just more sub-sub-sub sections that
allow for nothing to be done!!
5.1.7.1.1. (1) the respective foreign government has ceased the violations giving rise to the
Presidential action;
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5.1.7.1.1.1. Iran hadn’t and hasn’t relative to imam obama’s nuke deal; and considering the
USCIRF Commission’s list of countries at the beginning of this Exhibit the World has become a
worse place for egregious actions against freedom of religion including the United States!!!
5.1.7.1.2. (2) the exercise of such waiver authority would further the purposes of this chapter;
or
5.1.7.1.2.1. Allow for a “Ring-a-round the Rosie, A pocket full of posies, Ashes! Ashes! We all fall
down!! From this new plague of religious world war of judaism-christianity-islam 666!!!!
5.1.7.1.3. (3) the important national interest of the United States requires the exercise of such
waiver authority.
5.1.7.1.3.1. Absolute emphasis on “important national interest of the United States”??
5.1.7.1.3.2. Is there any more “important national interest of the United States” than keeping
them from coming over here and killing all of US2?? I think not!!!!
5.1.7.2. (b) Congressional notification: Not later than the date of the exercise of a waiver under
subsection (a), the President shall notify the appropriate congressional committees of the
waiver or the intention to exercise the waiver, together with a detailed justification thereof.
5.1.7.2.1. More “Ring-a-round the Rosie, A pocket full of posies, Ashes! Ashes! We all fall
down!! From this new plague of religious world war of judaism-christianity-islam 666!!!!
5.1.8. § 6448. Publication in Federal Register
5.1.8.1. (a) In general: Subject to subsection (b), the President shall cause to be published in the
Federal Register the following:
5.1.8.1.1. (1) Determinations of governments, officials, and entities of particular concern: Any
designation of a country of particular concern for religious freedom under section 6442(b)(1) of
this title, together with, when applicable and to the extent practicable, the identities of the
officials or entities determined to be responsible for the violations under section 6442(b)(2) of
this title.
5.1.8.1.2. (2) Presidential actions: A description of any Presidential action under paragraphs (9)
through (15) of section 6445(a) of this title (or commensurate action in substitution thereto)
and the effective date of the Presidential action.
5.1.8.1.3. (3) Delays in transmittal of Presidential action reports: Any delay in transmittal of a
Presidential action report, as described in section 6444(b) of this title.
5.1.8.1.4. (4) Waivers: Any waiver under section 6447 of this title.
5.1.8.1.5. I couldn’t find a Publication in the e-CFR under the president for this Act.
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5.1.8.2. (b) Limited disclosure of information: The President may limit publication of
information under this section in the same manner and to the same extent as the President
may limit the publication of findings and determinations described in section 2414(c) of this
title, if the President determines that the publication of information under this section—
5.1.8.2.1. (1) would be harmful to the national security of the United States; or
5.1.8.2.2. (2) would not further the purposes of this chapter.
5.1.8.2.2.1. Appears like there is a complete blackout of information from the president relative
to this Act or it is so hard to find that it is no value to US 2!
5.1.9. § 6449. Termination of Presidential actions: Any Presidential action taken under this
chapter with respect to a foreign country shall terminate on the earlier of the following dates:
5.1.9.1. (1) Termination date: Within 2 years of the effective date of the Presidential action
unless expressly reauthorized by law.
5.1.9.2. (2) Foreign government actions: Upon the determination by the President, in
consultation with the Commission, and certification to Congress that the foreign government
has ceased or taken substantial and verifiable steps to cease the particularly severe violations
of religious freedom.
5.1.9.3. Based on the comments of USCIRF Chair Dr. Katrina Lantos Swett in section 0.6. of the
opening of this Exhibit I think it is fair and just to say that no Terminations of Any Actions could
be Justified.
5.1.10. § 6450. Preclusion of judicial review No court shall have jurisdiction to review any
Presidential determination or agency action under this chapter or any amendment made by this
chapter. (Pub. L. 105–292, title IV, § 410, Oct. 27, 1998, 112 Stat. 2809.)
5.2. 22 U.S. Code Part B - Strengthening Existing Law
5.2.1. § 6461. Exports of certain items used in particularly severe violations of religious freedom
5.2.1.1. (a) Mandatory licensing: Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary of
Commerce, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State, shall include on the list of crime
control and detection instruments or equipment controlled for export and reexport under
section 4605(n) of title 50 or under any other provision of law, items being exported or
reexported to countries of particular concern for religious freedom that the Secretary of
Commerce, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State, and in consultation with
appropriate officials including the Assistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights
and Labor and the Ambassador at Large, determines are being used or are intended for use
directly and in significant measure to carry out particularly severe violations of religious
freedom.
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5.2.1.2. (b) Licensing ban: The prohibition on the issuance of a license for export of crime
control and detection instruments or equipment under section 2304(a)(2) of this title shall
apply to the export and reexport of any item included pursuant to subsection (a) on the list of
crime control instruments.
5.2.1.3. It appears that the Islamic Republic of Iran Nuclear Deal violates Part of the Act also!!
6.0. 22 U.S. Code Subchapter IV - REFUGEE, ASYLUM, AND CONSULAR MATTERS
6.1. § 6471. Use of Annual Report
6.1.1. The Annual Report, together with other relevant documentation, shall serve as a
resource for immigration judges and consular, refugee, and asylum officers in cases involving
claims of persecution on the grounds of religion. Absence of reference by the Annual Report to
conditions described by the alien shall not constitute the sole grounds for a denial of the
alien’s claim.
6.1.1.1. What is the resource or resources to prove that these Refugees, Asylum Seekers, et al
are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.1.1.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The USCIRF
is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-flopping-floppingflip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority islamic
shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war!! And it has the World in Tribulation!!
6.1.1.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a
particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2!!
6.1.1.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.1.1.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??”
6.1.2. Abolition of Immigration and Naturalization Service and Transfer of Functions: For
abolition of Immigration and Naturalization Service, transfer of functions, and treatment of
related references, see note set out under section 1551 of Title 8, Aliens and Nationality.
6.1.2.1. The discriminating DOJ and FBI are now overseers of “Immigration and Naturalization”!
6.2. § 6472. Reform of refugee policy
6.2.1. (a) Omitted in the Act.
6.2.2. (b) Omitted in the Act.
6.2.3. (c) Guidelines for refugee-processing posts
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6.2.3.1. (1) Guidelines for addressing hostile biases: The Attorney General and the Secretary of
State shall develop and implement guidelines that address potential biases in personnel of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service and of the Department of State that are hired abroad
and involved with duties which could constitute an effective barrier to a refugee claim if such
personnel carries a bias against the claimant on the grounds of religion, race, nationality,
membership in a particular social group, or political opinion. The subject matter of this
training should be culturally sensitive and tailored to provide a nonbiased, nonadversarial
atmosphere for the purpose of refugee adjudications.
6.2.3.1.1. What is the resource or resources to prove that these Refugees, Asylum Seekers, et al
are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.2.3.1.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The
USCIRF is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-floppingflopping-flip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority
islamic shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war!! And it has the World in
Tribulation!!
6.2.3.1.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in
a particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2.
6.2.3.1.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.2.3.1.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??”
6.2.3.2. (2) Guidelines for refugee-processing posts in establishing agreements with United
States Government-designated refugee processing entities: The Attorney General and the
Secretary of State shall develop and implement guidelines to ensure uniform procedures for
establishing agreements with United States Government-designated refugee processing entities
and personnel, and uniform procedures for such entities and personnel responsible for
preparing refugee case files for use by the Immigration and Naturalization Service during
refugee adjudications. These procedures should ensure, to the extent practicable, that case
files prepared by such entities accurately reflect information provided by the refugee applicants
and that genuine refugee applicants are not disadvantaged or denied refugee status due to
faulty case file preparation.
6.2.3.2.1. What is the resource or resources to prove that these Refugees, Asylum Seekers, et al
are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.2.3.2.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The
USCIRF is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-floppingflopping-flip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority
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islamic shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war!! And it has the World in
Tribulation!!
6.2.3.2.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in
a particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2.
6.2.3.2.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.2.3.2.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??”
6.2.3.3. (3) Guidelines for preventing persons with potential biases from participating in
determinations: Not later than 120 days after November 29, 1999, the Secretary of State (after
consultation with the Attorney General) shall issue guidelines to ensure that persons with
potential biases against any refugee applicant, including persons employed by, or otherwise
subject to influence by, governments known to be involved in persecution on account of
religion, race, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion, shall not
in any way be used in processing determinations of refugee status, including interpretation of
conversations or examination of documents presented by such applicants.
6.2.3.3.1. I believe with Absolute Emphasis that, “governments known to be involved in
persecution on account of religion, race, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or
political opinion, shall not in any way be used in processing determinations of refugee status,
including interpretation of conversations or examination of documents presented by such
applicants” is applicable to imam obama and his puppets, the DOJ and FBI, relative to my Case
and all my Case Documents for they protect islam and crucify me!! See Exhibit 27.
6.2.3.3.2. I Vehemently Plead with the Judiciary to take this into account when considering my
Motions and all the Relief I seek in my Case.
6.2.4. (d) Annual consultation:
6.2.4.1. The President shall include in each annual report on proposed refugee admissions
under section 1157(d) of title 8 information about religious persecution of refugee populations
eligible for consideration for admission to the United States. The Secretary of State shall include
information on religious persecution of refugee populations in the formal testimony presented
to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the Senate during the
consultation process under section 1157(e) of title 8.
6.2.4.1.1. What is the resource or resources to prove that these Refugees, Asylum Seekers, et al
are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.2.4.1.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The
USCIRF is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-flopping-
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flopping-flip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority
islamic shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war!! And it has the World in
Tribulation!!
6.2.4.1.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in
a particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2.
6.2.4.1.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.2.4.1.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??”
6.2.6. Abolition of Immigration and Naturalization Service and Transfer of Functions: For
abolition of Immigration and Naturalization Service, transfer of functions, and treatment of
related references, see note set out under section 1551 of Title 8, Aliens and Nationality.
6.2.6.1. The discriminating DOJ and FBI are now overseers of “Immigration and Naturalization”!
6.3. § 6473. Reform of asylum policy
6.3.1. (a) Guidelines: The Attorney General and the Secretary of State shall develop guidelines
to ensure that persons with potential biases against individuals on the grounds of religion, race,
nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion, including interpreters
and personnel of airlines owned by governments known to be involved in practices which
would meet the definition of persecution under international refugee law, shall not in any
manner be used to interpret conversations between aliens and inspection or asylum officers.
6.3.1.1. What is the resource or resources to prove that these Refugees, Asylum Seekers, et al
are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.3.1.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The USCIRF
is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-flopping-floppingflip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority islamic
shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war!! And it has the World in Tribulation!!
6.3.1.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a
particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2.
6.3.1.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.3.1.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??”
6.3.2. (b) Training for asylum and immigration officers: The Attorney General, in consultation
with the Secretary of State, the Ambassador at Large, and other relevant officials such as the
Director of the George P. Shultz National Foreign Affairs Training Center, shall provide training
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to all officers adjudicating asylum cases, and to immigration officers performing duties under
section 1225(b) of title 8, on the nature of religious persecution abroad, including countryspecific conditions, instruction on the internationally recognized right to freedom of religion,
instruction on methods of religious persecution practiced in foreign countries, and applicable
distinctions within a country in the treatment of various religious practices and believers.
6.3.2.1. What is the resource or resources to prove that these Refugees, Asylum Seekers, et al
are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.3.2.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The USCIRF
is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-flopping-floppingflip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority islamic
shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war!! And it has the World in Tribulation!!
6.3.2.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a
particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2.
6.3.2.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.3.2.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??””
6.3.3. (c) Training for immigration judges: The Executive Office of Immigration Review of the
Department of Justice shall incorporate into its initial and ongoing training of immigration
judges training on the extent and nature of religious persecution internationally, including
country-specific conditions, and including use of the Annual Report. Such training shall include
governmental and nongovernmental methods of persecution employed, and differences in the
treatment of religious groups by such persecuting entities.
6.3.3.1. What is the resource or resources to prove that these Refugees, Asylum Seekers, et al
are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.3.3.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The USCIRF
is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-flopping-floppingflip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority islamic
shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war!! And it has the World in Tribulation!!
6.3.3.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a
particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2.
6.3.3.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.3.3.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??”
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6.3.4. Abolition of Immigration and Naturalization Service and Transfer of Functions
6.3.5. For abolition of Immigration and Naturalization Service, transfer of functions, and
treatment of related references, see note set out under section 1551 of Title 8, Aliens and
Nationality.
6.3.5.1. The discriminating DOJ and FBI are now overseers of “Immigration and Naturalization”!
6.4. § 6474. Studies on effect of expedited removal provisions on asylum claims
6.4.1. (a) Studies
6.4.1.1. (1) Commission request for participation by experts on refugee and asylum issues: If the
Commission so requests, the Attorney General shall invite experts designated by the
Commission, who are recognized for their expertise and knowledge of refugee and asylum
issues, to conduct a study, in cooperation with the Comptroller General of the United States, to
determine whether immigration officers described in paragraph (2) are engaging in any of the
conduct described in such paragraph.
6.4.1.1.1. What is the resource or resources of these “experts” to prove that these Refugees,
Asylum Seekers, et al are supportive and submissive to the Supreme Law of Our Land??
6.4.1.1.2. See USCIRF Report Excerpts 2015 and 2016 13.4. AFGHANISTAN: 13.4.2.3.1. The
USCIRF is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best flip-floppingflopping-flip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now it’s the minority
islamic shia sect in trouble. Truly a sectarian religious holy war of World Tribulation!!
6.4.1.1.3. Depending on the time and place Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in
a particular social group, or political opinion” are running to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2.
6.4.1.1.4. The open immigration of Refugees and Asylum Seekers must stop!!!!
6.4.1.1.5. Just ask yourself: “Who is their greater enemy: An islamic coder brother?? Or US2??
6.4.1.2. (2) Duties of Comptroller General: The Comptroller General of the United States shall
conduct a study alone or, upon request by the Commission, in cooperation with experts
designated by the Commission, to determine whether immigration officers performing duties
under section 1225(b) of title 8 with respect to aliens who may be eligible to be granted asylum
are engaging in any of the following conduct:
6.4.1.2.0. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
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6.4.1.2.1. (A) Improperly encouraging such aliens to withdraw their applications for admission.
6.4.1.2.1.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
6.4.1.2.2. (B) Incorrectly failing to refer such aliens for an interview by an asylum officer for a
determination of whether they have a credible fear of persecution (within the meaning of
section 1225(b)(1)(B)(v) of title 8).
6.4.1.2.2.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
6.4.1.2.3. (C) Incorrectly removing such aliens to a country where they may be persecuted.
6.4.1.2.3.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
6.4.1.2.3.2. I’m being persecuted with a crucifixion by the vary people who are in charge of
overseeing these operations, the Discriminating DOJ and FBI.
6.4.1.2.4. (D) Detaining such aliens improperly or in inappropriate conditions.
6.4.1.2.4.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
6.4.2. (b) Reports
6.4.2.1. (1) Participation by experts: In the case of a Commission request under subsection (a),
the experts designated by the Commission under that subsection may submit a report to the
committees described in paragraph (2). Such report may be submitted with the Comptroller
General’s report under subsection (a)(2) or independently.
6.4.2.1.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
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6.4.2.2. (2) Duties of Comptroller General: Not later than September 1, 2000, the Comptroller
General of the United States shall submit to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and the Senate, the Committee on International Relations of the House of
Representatives, and the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate a report containing the
results of the study conducted under subsection (a)(2). If the Commission requests designated
experts to participate with the Comptroller General in the preparation and submission of the
report, the Comptroller General shall grant the request.
6.4.2.2.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
6.4.3. (c) Access to proceedings
6.4.3.1. (1) In general: Except as provided in paragraph (2), to facilitate the studies and reports,
the Attorney General shall permit the Comptroller General of the United States and, in the case
of a Commission request under subsection (a), the experts designated under subsection (a) to
have unrestricted access to all stages of all proceedings conducted under section 1225(b) of
title 8.
6.4.3.1.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
6.4.3.2. (2) Exceptions
Paragraph (1) shall not apply in cases in which the alien objects to such access, or the Attorney
General determines that the security of a particular proceeding would be threatened by such
access, so long as any restrictions on the access of experts designated by the Commission under
subsection (a) do not contravene international law.
6.4.3.2.1. Imam obama and Federal Executive Branch is doing more to Protect the
Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social group, or political
opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every ready to attack
and kill us, than they are in Protect US2!
6.4.4. Change of Name: Committee on International Relations of House of Representatives
changed to Committee on Foreign Affairs of House of Representatives by House Resolution No.
6, One Hundred Tenth Congress, Jan. 5, 2007.
6.4.4.1. Wonder what it cost We the People every time the Legislative or Executive Branches
decide to change the name of a Committee or Department?? Just a SWAG; $1,000 a page at a
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million pages works out to be a Billion Dollars, done 1,000 times it becomes a Trillion Dollars.
That’s not considering all the valuable time not spent on working on really import Laws to
protect US2 from the Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a particular social
group, or political opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort all the while every
ready to attack and kill us!!
6.4.4.2. No wonder we are so deep in debt and nothing ever really gets done in the Legislative
or Executive Branches for they dump it all on the Judiciary, and everyone becomes drowsy from
odiferous flatulence displacing all the oxygen!!!
7.0. 22 U.S. Code Subchapter V - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
7.1. § 6481. Business codes of conduct
7.1.1. (a) Congressional finding: Congress recognizes the increasing importance of transnational
corporations as global actors, and their potential for providing positive leadership in their host
countries in the area of human rights.
7.1.1.1. Congress may recognize the potential, but in actuality it is a utopian pipe dream as the
comments by USCIRF Chair Dr. Katrina Lantos Swett in section 0.6. of the opening of this Exhibit
and the excerpts from the Country Reports in Section 13 indicate that things have become
much worse since the IRFA was signed into law in 1998.
7.1.2. (b) Sense of Congress: It is the sense of the Congress that transnational corporations
operating overseas, particularly those corporations operating in countries the governments of
which have engaged in or tolerated violations of religious freedom, as identified in the Annual
Report, should adopt codes of conduct—
7.1.2.0. Congress may desire codes of conduct, but in actuality it is a utopian pipe dream as the
comments by USCIRF Chair Dr. Katrina Lantos Swett in section 0.6. of the opening of this Exhibit
and the excerpts from the Country Reports in Section 13 indicate that things have become
much worse since the IRFA was signed into law in 1998.
7.1.2.0.1. Furthermore Congress and the Executive Branch don’t hold themselves to the same
codes of conduct they expect of everyone else as Exemplified in my Case.
7.1.2.1. (1) upholding the right to freedom of religion of their employees; and
7.1.2.1.1. Congress and the Executive Branch don’t hold themselves to the same code of
conduct of upholding the right to freedom of religion right here in our United States of America
that they expect of everyone else as Exemplified in my Case.
7.1.2.2. (2) ensuring that a worker’s religious views and peaceful practices of belief in no way
affect, or be allowed to affect, the status or terms of his or her employment.
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7.1.2.2.1. The Legislative and Executive Branches have crucified me with the ACA because of my
religious views and peaceful practices, and now that I’m standing up and fighting for my
Constitutionally Guaranteed Liberties they claim “Sovereign Immunity”: “Do as We say and not
as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you – where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
8.0. Amendments
8.1. Short Title of 2015 Amendment Pub. L. 114–71, § 1, Oct. 16, 2015, 129 Stat. 563, provided
that: “This Act [enacting section 6433a of this title, amending sections 6435 and 6436 of this
title, and enacting provisions set out as a note under section 6432 of this section] may be cited
as the ‘United States Commission on International Religious Freedom Reauthorization Act of
2015’.”
8.2. The following are Excerpts from the above Amendment:
8.2.1. SEC. 2. SENSE OF CONGRESS. It is the sense of the Congress that the United States
Commission on International Religious Freedom-8.2.1.1. (1) was created by Congress to independently assess and to accurately and
unflinchingly describe threats to religious freedom around the world; and
8.2.1.1.1. I think that this Judiciary needs to independently assess and to accurately and
unflinchingly describe threats of the Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders “membership in a
particular social group, or political opinion” as they run to US2 for Asylum and Aid & Comfort
all the while every ready to attack and kill US2, because Legislative and Executive won’t.
8.2.1.2. (2) in carrying out its prescribed duties, should use its authorized powers to ensure that
efforts by the United States to advance religious freedom abroad are timely, appropriate to the
circumstances, prudent, and effective.
8.2.1.2.1. I think I am Right and Just in asking the Judiciary to do his vary same thing in my case
right here at Home in our United States of America and the Republic for which it Stands and
award me, and We the People all the Relief that I seek!!!!
8.2.2. SEC. 3. EXTENSION OF AUTHORITY. Section 209 of the International Religious Freedom
Act of 1998 (22 U.S.C. 6436) is amended by striking ``September 30, 2015'' and inserting
``September 30, 2019''.
9.0. NOTE: The 1998 Congress was Majority Republican: 55 Red Senators and 228 (52.2%) Red
House Representatives. The President was Demo-rat Bill Clinton.
9.0.1. It should be clear by now that when the Demo-rats don’t get their way they don’t care
about the American People and will pass and execute unconstitutional laws like the ACA and
the SSA, or they will sit in on the floor of the Federal Government Houses of the American
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People and disrupt the proper functioning of our Nation for we are a group of United States of
the people, by the people, for the people!!
9.0.2. Now is the time and this is the case for the Judiciary to send a Powerful Clear Concise
Message to those in the other two Branches of our Federal Government and all those up-andcoming greenhorns that seek those positions that they First and Foremost are Responsible to
me, and We the People and to our Supreme Law of the Land by having the striking of the gavel
on the awarding of me, and We the People all the Relief I seek.
10.0. The Annual Report to Congress on International Religious Freedom describes the status
of religious freedom in each foreign country, government policies violating religious belief and
practices of groups, religious denominations, and individuals, and U.S. policies to promote
religious freedom around the world. It is submitted in compliance with the International
Religious Freedom Act of 1998.
10.1. Comments form USCIRF Chair Dr. Katrina Lantos Swett in the opening of the USCIRF 2015
Annual Report were included in the open of this exhibit and are worth repeating here after all
my True and Justified huffing and puffing of venting anger above:
10.2. "Not a day goes by without at least one country from these lists appearing on the front
page of a major newspaper. Humanitarian crises fueled by waves of terror, intimidation and
violence have engulfed an alarming number of countries over the past year,”
10.3. “With serious religious freedom violations occurring all around the world, these horrors

speak volumes about how and why religious freedom and the protection of the rights of
vulnerable religious communities matter. All nations should care about abuses beyond their
borders not only for humanitarian reasons but because what goes on in other nations rarely
remains there. The full recognition of religious freedom is a critical guarantor of the safety,
security and survival of the persecuted and vulnerable.”
11.0. USCIRF Deputy Secretary Blinken (Aug. 10, 2016):
11.1. "Every country has an obligation to respect religious liberty and freedom of conscience;
we encourage every country to do so. This report, which is based on a wealth of objective
research, is one of many ways we give life to that advocacy."
11.2. This includes the United States of America and just condemns the Congresspersons and
the President for the ACA and secondarily the SSA for their Restrictions of Religious Freedoms.
11.3. Now is the time and this is the case for the Judiciary to send a Powerful Clear Concise
Message to those in the other two Branches of our Federal Government and all those up-andcoming greenhorns that seek those positions that they First and Foremost are Responsible to
me, and We the People and to our Supreme Law of the Land by having the striking of the gavel
on the awarding of me, and We the People all the Relief I seek.
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12.0. I think it should be clear by now that Congress and the Executive have no sense of our
Supreme Law of the Land with all their actions and Acts over the past 8 and 25 years!!
13.0. Select Foreign Country Reports with Major Association to Islam.
13.1. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN: With an overall population of just over 80 million, Iran is
approximately 99 percent Muslim – 90 percent Shi’a and nine percent Sunni. According to
recent estimates, religious minority communities constitute about one percent of the
population and include Baha’is (more than 300,000), various Christian denominations (nearly
300,000), Zoroastrians (30,000 to 35,000), and Jews (20,000).
13.1.0. Once friends and on 04-Nov-1979 became sworn enemies and their hate for us has
grown ever since. However, today president obama provides them with $150 Billion in aid and
comfort through his non-binging Iran Nuke Deal along with intellectual and material aid and
comfort and then tosses them another $400 million for good measure, or was it ransom for the
Navy Personnel they took hostage and then photo graphed and shared with the world as proof
of life in violation of the Article 13 of the Geneva Convention (III)??
13.1.0.1. Is the Islamic Republic of Iran bound by the Geneva Convention?? Singed but not
Ratified by the Shaw or the Islamists, with no action on the latest changes!! Just like the United
States!!
13.1.0.2. The Geneva Convention: political rhetoric of just a bunch of organized ink not worth
the paper it is written on!!
13.1.1. 2015 Summary
13.1.1.1. The constitution declares the country to be an Islamic Republic, and Ja’afari Shia
Islam to be the official state religion.
13.1.1.2. It states all laws and regulations must be based on “Islamic criteria” and official
interpretation of sharia.
13.1.1.3. The constitution states citizens shall enjoy human, political, economic, and other
rights, “in conformity with Islamic criteria.”
13.1.1.4. The penal code specifies the death sentence for proselytizing and attempts by nonMuslims to convert Muslims, as well as for moharebeh (“enmity against God [their god allah –
the third satanic god before GOD]”) and sabb al-nabi (“insulting the prophets”).
13.1.1.4.1. If this Judiciary “GIVES ME LIBERTY” it looks like imam obama’s brothers will be
looking to “GIVE ME DEATH”!! The Gospel of John 15.18 through 16.4.
13.1.1.5. The government executed at least 20 individuals on charges of moharebeh, among
them a number of Sunni Kurds.
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13.1.1.5.1. It is not only “DEATH TO AMERICA” it is “DEATH TO ALL NON-SHIA”!! And if they are
oppressed in a Sunni Islamist country we let them come running to US2 for Protection!! OMG!!
13.1.1.6. Non-Muslims and non-Shia reportedly continued to face societal discrimination,
especially the Bahai community, which reported continuing problems at different levels of
society, including personal harassment. There were reports of non-Bahais being pressured to
refuse employment to Bahais or dismissing Bahais from their private sector jobs. Shia clerics
and prayer leaders reportedly continued to denounce Sufism and the activities of Sufis in both
sermons and public statements.
13.1.1.7. Since 1999, Iran has been designated as a “Country of Particular Concern” (CPC) under
the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998 for having engaged in or tolerated particularly
severe violations of religious freedom.
13.1.1.7.1. Imam obama gives them aid and comfort and crucifies me with his DOJ and FBI!!
13.1.1.8. On February 29, 2016, the Secretary of State redesignated Iran as a CPC and identified
the following sanction that accompanied the designation: the existing ongoing travel
restrictions based on serious human rights abuses under section 221(a)(1)(C) of the Iran Threat
Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012, pursuant to section 402(c)(5) of the Act.
13.1.1.8.1. Oops, SOS John Kerry and his puppet master just finished a nuclear deal with them
around five months before!! Can we say aid and comfort to our swearing enemy!! Treason!!
13.1.2. 2016 Summary
13.1.2.1. The constitution declares the country to be an Islamic Republic, and Ja’afari Shia
Islam to be the official state religion.
13.1.2.2. It states all laws and regulations must be based on “Islamic criteria” and official
interpretation of sharia.
13.1.2.3. The constitution states citizens shall enjoy human, political, economic, and other
rights, “in conformity with Islamic criteria.”
13.1.2.4. The penal code specifies the death sentence for proselytizing and attempts by nonMuslims to convert Muslims, as well as for moharebeh (“enmity against God [their god alah –
the third satanic god before GOD]”) and sabb al-nabi (“insulting the prophets”).
13.1.2.5. Religious freedom conditions continued to deteriorate over the past year,
particularly for religious minorities, especially Baha’is, Christian converts, and Sunni Muslims.
Sufi Muslims and dissenting Shi’a Muslims also faced harassment, arrests, and imprisonment.
13.1.2.6. Since President Hassan Rouhani was elected president in 2013, the number of
individuals from religious minority communities who are in prison because of their beliefs has
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increased, despite the government releasing some prisoners during the reporting period,
including Iranian-American pastor Saeed Abedini.
13.1.2.6.1. And imam obama still made a Nuclear Deal with them!! Can we all now shout: “AID
AND COMFORT TO OUR ENEMY!!” “TREASON”!!
13.1.2.7. The government of Iran continues to engage in systematic, ongoing, and egregious
violations of religious freedom, including prolonged detention, torture, and executions based
primarily or entirely upon the religion of the accused.
13.1.2.8. USCIRF again recommends in 2016 that Iran be designated a CPC.
13.2. MALAYSIA: The U.S. government estimates the total population at 30.5 million (July 2015
estimate). Census figures indicate that 61.3 percent of the population practices Islam; 19.8
percent, Buddhism; 9.2 percent, Christianity; 6.3 percent, Hinduism; and 1.3 percent,
Confucianism, Taoism, or other traditional Chinese philosophies and religions. Other minority
religious groups include animists, Sikhs, and Bahais.
13.2.0. Minister Najib Razak and imam obama are golfing buddies. Had an enjoyable round of
golf in Hawaii 24-Dec-2014
13.2.1. 2015 Summary
13.2.1.1. The federal constitution states that “every person has the right to profess and practice
his religion,” but gives state and federal governments the power to “control or restrict the
propagation of any religious doctrine or belief among persons professing the religion of Islam.”
13.2.1.2. The government, which regulates Islamic religious affairs, promotes Sunni Islam
above all other religious groups. Other forms of Islam are illegal and subject to action by
religious authorities.
13.2.1.2.1. Our Federal Government has no clue who they are letting into our United States of
America and the Republic for which it stands!!
13.2.1.3. The relationship between sharia and civil law remains unresolved in the legal system,
although civil courts generally refrain from making judgments contradicting sharia courts when
the jurisdictions intersect, in particular with family law cases that involve both Muslims and
non-Muslims.
13.2.1.4. The government continued to bar Muslims from converting to another religion and
imposed fines, detentions, and canings on those classified under the law as Muslim who
contravene sharia codes.
13.2.1.4.1. “imposed fines” that sounds like the sharia zakat tax in the ACA
13.2.1.5. Christians continued to face difficulty in using the word “Allah” to denote God.
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13.2.1.5.1. I don’t use allah much and I don’t like allah for it is the third godson of satan!!
13.2.1.6. In April the government amended the sedition laws; changes included the
criminalization of speech that “promotes ill will, hostility or hatred on the grounds of religion.”
Even before the amendment, however, sedition laws had been used against those deemed to
be insulting Islam, with one opposition politician sentenced to 16 months in prison for a social
media posting.
13.2.1.6.1. And in a Huffington Post Article in May of 2016 imam obama calls for “A Balancing of
Free Speech with Respect for Religion!!” Obama is an imam for Fundamental Islamic Sharia
Law!!
13.2.1.7. In April the government announced it would support states seeking to implement
Islamic penal law (hudud) [These punishments range from public lashing to publicly stoning to
death, amputation of hands, and crucifixion].
13.2.1.7.1. Doc. #21 1ST ACE 2.11.2.1. “In the old days, punishment was meted out to a creditor
or rival or enemy by sending him to the gallows.” I guess the old days are the new and present
days in islamic countries under sharia law and are coming to our United States of America!!
13.2.1.7.1. Crucifixion!!!! That sounds and feels like my suffering under the Federal Demo-rats
Rule and Cruel and Unusual Punishment enforced by their puppets, the DOJ and FBI, right here
at Home in the United States of America and the Republic for which it once Stood!!!! ". . . By
smiting a man day after day with slanderous words, by taking away his opportunity to seek LifeLiberty-Happiness earn a living, you can drain the life and blood from his veins without even
scratching his skin." Doc. #21 1ST ACE 2.11.2.2.
13.2.1.8. Prime Minister Najib Razak gave several speeches during the year suggesting
Malaysia would not accept “liberal” definitions of human rights that stray from the tenets of
Islam.
13.2.1.9. Attacks on religious freedom in social media increased, with Muslim women often the
targets of negative comments for not covering their heads or dressing modestly.
13.2.1.10. The government continued to forbid non-Sunni practice of Islam, barred Muslims
from converting to another religion, and imposed fines, detentions, and canings on those
classified under the law as Muslim who contravened sharia codes. It also limited proselytization
by non-Muslim religious groups and restricted the distribution of religious texts.
13.2.2. 2016 Summary
13.2.2.1. Restrictions on freedom of religion or belief affecting non-Muslim and non-Sunni
Muslim religious minorities are central to Malaysia’s mounting human rights challenges and
belie its own claims to be a moderate Muslim country.
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13.2.2.2. The manipulation of both the constitution and Islam for political gain increasingly
threatens many rights and freedoms.
13.2.2.2.1. Sounds and looks just like what imam obama and his demo-rats are doing right here
in our United States of America!!
13.2.2.3. The United States and the international community must engage the Malaysian
government on these issues.
13.2.2.3.1. OOPS & AWE: “Do as We say and not as We do!!” X “What We WANT APPLIES to you
– where NOTHING APPLIES to US!!”!!
13.2.2.4. In 2015, many in the Malaysian government, political parties, and religious
leadership prioritized the Muslim faith and Malay identity in a manner that threatens religious
freedom.
13.2.2.4.1. Was this based on imam obama’s advice to the Prime Mister during their 24-Dec2014 golf outing in Hawaii??
13.2.2.5. To stave off perceived political threats and be seen as protecting Islam, Prime
Minister Najib Razak and the ruling Barisan Nasional coalition crack down on individuals who
express dissent or criticism, accusing them of attacking Islam.
13.2.2.5.1. Sounds and looks like what imam obama and his demo-rats say and do right here in
our United States of American and the Republic for which it once Stood!!
13.2.2.5.2. That must have been quite the conversation on the golf course. Now I wonder who
is leading whom?? Looks like allah, the third godson of satan is at least leading both of them!!
13.2.2.6. Whether cracking down on religious activity, expression, or dissent, these individuals
and groups sought to expand the scope of Islam through law and practice and punish anyone
perceived to criticize their politically-driven agenda.
13.2.2.7. This occurred through arrests under the Sedition Act, which was strengthened in 2015,
efforts to expand Islamic punishments under sharia law, legal ambiguity between civil and
sharia courts, and the political manipulation of Islam.
13.2.2.8. Based on these concerns, in 2016 USCIRF again places Malaysia on Tier 2, where it has
been since 2014. USCIRF will continue to monitor the situation closely to determine if these
troubling developments warrant a change in Malaysia’s status during the year ahead.
13.3. IRAQ
13.3.0. President bush-2 went after them based on a Claim of WMD, to cover up the Revenge
for an Assassination Attempt on his father. President obama pulled out to fulfil a campaign
promise. Political agendas in the dark with absolutely no regard for We the People of Iraq for
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are We the People not all GOD’S Children?? And out of that Darkness, Sunni’s (1,980,000,000 –
nearly 2 billion in the world – 40% larger than China) seen their chance to open a new world
revolution: Islamic Sharia Law for World Control or Death!!!!
13.3.0.1. Under Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi government maintained religious peace through
intimidation and terror while favoring the Sunni Muslim minority.
13.3.0.1.1. With the fall of Saddam in 2003, sectarian conflict exploded. [Sectarian: denoting or
concerning a sect or sects.] A political correct way of softly saying “RELIGIOUS WAR”!!!!
13.3.0.1.2. Sects against Sects of the same religion!! Sects against Sects of different religions!!
Three religions in a New World War today!! 666 x 616 = 410256 numerals summed = 18 and 18
is 666!! And it applies to judaism-christianity-islam!! The three foul spirits of Revelations
Chapter 16 verses 13 & 14. See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 8 SRLS 22Mar2016 Presentation Page 14 Fourth
Paragraph.
13.3.1. 2015 Summary
13.3.1.1. Iraq’s overall human rights landscape, including for religious freedom, deteriorated
significantly in 2014, especially in areas controlled by the U.S.-designated terrorist group the
SUNNI Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL).
13.3.1.2. ISIL also has killed Sunni Muslims who disagree with its extreme ideology
[Fundamental Islamic Sharia Code]. In October 2014, 150 Sunni Muslims from the Albu Nimr
tribe were found in a mass grave, and in a separate case a few weeks earlier, 70 additional
corpses from the same tribe were found. ISIL has also killed at least 12 Sunni clerics that
rejected their extremist ideologies or attempted to assist or protect religious minorities.
13.3.1.2.1. What was it obama said, “… if my notion of faith is no better or worse than yours,
and my notions of truth and goodness and beauty are as true and good and beautiful as yours –
then how can we ever hope to form a society that coheres?” Bottom of Page 86 of his book
“AUDACITY of HOPE …” See § 6.3.8. of Doc 21 3RD MOP Plaintiffs Final Pleadings 4 Freedom!!
13.3.1.3. The Iraqi government under Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki often acted in an
authoritarian and sectarian [religious] manner, for example, raiding and disbanding peaceful
Sunni protests, targeting Sunni areas, citizens and politicians for security sweeps and arrests,
mistreating Sunni prisoners, and marginalizing Sunnis from government and security positions.
13.3.1.4. This background helped create the conditions that allowed ISIL to rise, spread, and
ultimately control significant areas of northern and central Iraq.
13.3.1.5. Despite al-Maliki’s resignation and replacement in August by new Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi, Sunni resentment and reports of abuses against Sunni Muslims [ISIS] by
security forces and allied Shi’a militias continue.
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13.3.1.6. The Iraqi government has proven unable or unwilling to stop this violence or bring
perpetrators to justice, creating a perpetual sense of insecurity for all religious communities,
particularly the smallest ones.
13.3.1.6.1. This can be equally expressed about obama and his DOJ and FBI puppets right here
at Home in our United States of America and the Republic for which it once Stood!!
13.3.2. 2016 Summary
13.3.2.1. Iraq’s religious freedom climate continued to deteriorate in 2015, especially in areas
under the control of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL).
13.3.2.2. ISIL targets anyone who does not espouse its extremist Islamist ideology
[Foundational Fundamental Islamic Sharia Code], but minority religious and ethnic
communities, including the Christian, Yazidi, Shi’a, Turkmen, and Shabak communities, are
especially vulnerable.
13.3.2.2.1. I argue that it is Hardline Fundamental Islamic Sharia Law by the Coders, not an
extremist islamist ideology, and satanic religious greed to be Numero Uno above all others.
13.3.2.2.1.1. There is no place for “e-pluribus-unum” in Fundamental Islamic Sharia Code!!
13.3.2.2.1.2. There is an old saying, softened here, “SIN around – Sin around – Sin around and
soon you won’t be around!!!” And that is how they exercise it with “Death to all but SUNNIS”!!
13.3.2.3. 2016 USCIRF again recommends that the U.S. government designate Iraq as a “country
of particular concern,” or CPC, under the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998 (IRFA).
USCIRF has recommended CPC designation for Iraq since December 2008.
13.3.2.4. Post-Saddam Iraq has never been designated a CPC by the State Department.
13.3.2.4.1. Maybe it is just what imam obama and his puppets want, or is it because they have
other military plans and are supporting one side over another, the government, and this ACT is
supposed to make them stop??
13.3.2.4.2. That’s a joke!! It didn’t stop them from giving monetary, military and mind aid and
comfort to the Shia Islamic Republic of Iran!!
13.4. AFGHANISTAN: Afghanistan’s population of around 30 million is comprised of numerous
ethnic groups. According to U.S. government figures, Afghanistan is 42 percent Pashtun, 27
percent Tajik, nine percent Hazara, nine percent Uzbek, three percent Turkmen, two percent
Baloch, and eight percent other groups. Regarding religious breakdown, 80 percent of the
population identifies as Sunni Muslim, 19 percent as Shi’a, and 1 percent as other, including tiny
Sikh, Hindu, and Christian communities.
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13.4.0. The hide out for the Sunni Saudis who attacked US2 on 911 protected by the Sunni
Taliban who took over after we left them hanging when Russia was driven out! Ever wonder
why the Middle East really doesn’t like US2? We and Russia use them as pawns in our battle for
control of the region. And now everyone wonders why they are fighting back so ferociously??
13.4.1. 2015 Summary
13.4.1.1. Afghanistan’s legal system remains deeply flawed, as the constitution explicitly fails
to protect the individual right to freedom of religion or belief, and it and other laws have
been applied in ways that violate international human rights standards.
13.4.1.2. Religious freedom conditions continue to be exceedingly poor for Sunni Muslims who
dissent from governmental and social orthodoxies, Shi’a Muslims, Hindus, and Sikhs, as well as
the tiny Christian and Baha’I communities.
13.4.1.2.1. “exceedingly poor for Sunni Muslims” I find this an interesting statement because
the Taliban is Islamic Sharia Sunni and “80 percent of the population identifies as Sunni
Muslim.”!
13.4.1.2.2. Does the USCIRF look only at the trees in the forest and not at the big picture. I
guess they have one big happy utopian ideal, “Can’t we all just get along??”
13.4.1.3. Based on these concerns, in 2015 USCIRF again places Afghanistan on Tier 2, where it
has been since 2006.
13.4.2. 2016 Summary
13.4.2.1. Afghanistan’s overall stability and security has deteriorated significantly in the last
year due to a resurgence of the Afghan Taliban [SUNNIS]and increased activity by other
extremist groups, including the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) [SUNNIS] and al-Qaeda
[SUNNIS].
13.4.2.1.1. The 2015 report said it was bad for the Sunni’s and now the Sunni’s are once again
fighting back with more vigor! Holy shit the majority wants to rule? Who has ever heard of
such a thing? Sounds and looks just like our Demo-rats right here in the once good old US of A!
13.4.2.1.2. This is what happens when you seek a Pure-Democracy without Republic Protections
for Liberties!!
13.4.2.1.3. And that is why I call the Democrats “demo-rats” because they want a pureegalitarian-democracy where they are the rulers of parens patriae!
13.4.2.2. These groups’ violent ideology and attacks threaten all Afghans, but the Shi’a Muslim,
Hindu, and Sikh minorities are especially vulnerable, as are the tiny Christian and Baha’i
communities.
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13.4.2.2.1. So our Federal Executive Demo-rats cry out for the minorities over there, but don’t
give a rats ass about me, or US2 over here!!
13.4.2.3. Extremist attacks on Shi’a Muslims increased in 2015.
13.4.2.3.1. The USCIRF is truly a worthless government agency trained in the best of the best
flip-flopping-flopping-flip!! In 2015 it was the majority islamic sunni sect in trouble and now
it’s the minority islamic shia sect in trouble.
13.4.2.3.2. Truly a sectarian holy war!!!
13.4.2.3.3. We should stay the hell out!! And if they bring it on US2 we should serve them up
some ABSOLUTE NO MERCY HELL OF HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI HISTORY and tell them to get
their poop in a group or their E.coli is going to be incinerated!!
13.4.2.3.3. There is no deterrence if you don’t threaten to use it!! And if they cross the Red Line
use it!! Or it is all Rhetoric of weakness, like imam obama is for US2!!
13.4.2.4. Despite a sustained international support effort, the Afghan government lacks the
capacity to protect civilians from attacks.
13.4.2.4.1. Sounds just like what is going on here at Home with imam obama and his demo-rat
puppets in congress and the DOJ and FBI with the killing of US2!!
13.4.2.5. In addition, the country’s constitution and other laws violate international standards
for freedom of religion or belief.
13.4.2.6. Based on these concerns, in 2016 USCIRF again places Afghanistan on Tier 2, where it
has been since 2006.
13.5. EGYPT: The population is approximately 89 million, with 85 to 90 percent adhering to
Sunni Islam and non-Sunni Muslims comprising less than one percent. Christians are estimated
at 10 to 15 percent of the overall population, with the vast majority belonging to the Coptic
Orthodox Church and less than two percent belonging to various other Christian
denominations, including Catholic, Protestant, Maronite, Armenian Apostolic, Orthodox (Greek
and Syrian), and Anglican. There are at least 2,000 Baha’is, approximately 1,500 Jehovah’s
Witnesses, and fewer than 20 Jews.
13.5.0. “Egypt to shall come to a great defeat, however she shall be but a spec of her former
self!” Ezekiel Chapter 29 through Chapter 32. See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016 Page
282 Second § 2/3RDs of the way through, and these books of the bible!!!!
13.5.1. 2015 Summary
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13.5.1.1. Since he assumed office in June 2014, President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi has made several
important public statements and gestures encouraging religious tolerance and has urged
changes to religious curricula, a significant shift in tone and rhetoric from his predecessors.
13.5.1.2. In particular, President al-Sisi delivered a speech to senior Muslim religious authorities
at Al Azhar University calling for reforms; he was the first head of state to attend a Coptic
Christmas Eve mass; and he offered condolences in person to Coptic Pope Tawadros after the
killing of 21 Copts in Libya.
13.4.2.4.1. It is all RHETORIC, see the following paragraphs.
13.5.1.3. In addition, there was a decrease in the number of targeted, sectarian attacks when
compared to the previous year.
13.5.1.4. Nevertheless, the Egyptian government has not adequately protected religious
minorities, particularly Coptic Orthodox Christians and their property, from periodic violence.
13.5.1.5. Discriminatory and repressive laws and policies that restrict freedom of thought,
conscience, and religion or belief remain in place.
13.5.1.6. Egyptian courts continue to prosecute, convict, and imprison Egyptian citizens for
blasphemy, and new government initiatives to counter atheism emerged during the year.
13.5.1.7. While the 2014 constitution includes improvements regarding freedom of religion or
belief, the interpretation and implementation of relevant provisions remain to be seen, in
part due to the lack of an elected parliament.
13.5.1.7.1. "rex non potest peccare" meaning "the king can do no wrong." “Sovereign
Immunity”
13.5.1.7.2. Article 98(f) of the Egyptian Penal Code prohibits citizens from “ridiculing or
insulting heavenly religions or inciting sectarian strife.”
13.5.1.7.2.1. The Egyptians aren’t going to like me either!! A matter of fact the christians don’t
like me at all!!
13.5.1.7.2.2. Authorities use this “contempt- of-religion,” or blasphemy, law to detain,
prosecute, and imprison members of religious groups whose practices deviate from
mainstream Islamic beliefs or whose activities are alleged to jeopardize “communal harmony”
or insult Judaism, Christianity, or Islam.
13.5.1.8. In January 2015, President al-Sissi issued a decree that permits the government to ban
any foreign publications it deems offensive to religion.
13.5.1.8.1. No Freedom of Speech or the Press in Egypt. Better burn the bible!!
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13.5.1.8.2. And in a Huffington Post Article in May of 2016 imam obama calls for “A Balancing of
Free Speech with Respect for Religion!!” Obama is an imam for Fundamental Islamic Sharia
Law!!
13.5.1.9. Based on these concerns, for the fifth year in a row, USCIRF recommends in 2015 that
Egypt be designated a “country of particular concern,” or CPC, under the International
Religious Freedom Act (IRFA).
13.5.1.10. USCIRF will continue to monitor the situation closely to determine if positive
developments warrant a change in Egypt’s status in next year’s annual report.
13.5.2. 2016 Summary
13.5.2.1. Egypt’s 2014 constitution identifies Islam as the state religion and principles of Sharia
as the primary source of legislation.
13.5.2.2. Against a backdrop of deteriorating human rights conditions, the Egyptian
government has taken positive steps to address some religious freedom concerns, including
intolerance in religious curricula and extremism in religious discourse.
13.5.2.2.1. No Freedom of Speech or the Press in Egypt. Better burn the bible!!
13.5.2.2.2. And in a Huffington Post Article in May of 2016 imam obama calls for “A Balancing of
Free Speech with Respect for Religion!!” Obama is an imam for Fundamental Islamic Sharia
Law!!
13.5.2.2.3. Sharia law of any level from Fundamental to Reformist to Liberal has no place in our
United States of America and the Republic for which it Stands!!!! Nor does any religions
imposed religious tenets, IE those of the ACA and secondarily the SSA et al!!
13.5.2.3. In addition, President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi continued to make public statements
encouraging religious tolerance and moderation and attended a Coptic Christmas Eve mass for
the second consecutive year.
13.5.2.3.1. In should be understood that the misery synod sect of the non-coptic christians
think the coptics are satanic. It’s like the pot calling the kettle black!!
13.5.2.4. Furthermore, there were notably fewer sectarian attacks against Christians and other
religious minorities, and investigations and prosecutions continued for the unprecedented scale
of destruction of churches and Christian property that occurred in the summer of 2013.
13.5.2.5. However, other past large-scale sectarian incidents have not resulted in
prosecutions, which continued to foster a climate of impunity.
13.5.2.6. In addition, the longstanding discriminatory and repressive laws and policies that
restrict freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief remain in place.
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13.5.2.6.1. Here at Home in the United States imam obama and the demo-rats are adding laws
that erode away at our Longstanding Liberties of Freedom of Religion and Speech!! Press and
Guns won’t be far behind!! Obama may be gone, but the demo-rats will keep snipping away!!
13.5.2.7. During the past year, there was an increase in Egyptian courts prosecuting,
convicting, and imprisoning Egyptian citizens for blasphemy and related charges.
13.5.2.8. While the 2014 constitution includes improvements regarding freedom of religion or
belief, the interpretation and implementation of relevant provisions remain to be seen, since
the newly seated parliament has yet to act on the provisions.
13.5.2.9. Based on these ongoing concerns, for the sixth year in a row, USCIRF recommends in
2016 that Egypt be designated a “country of particular concern,” or CPC, under the
International Religious Freedom Act (IRFA).
13.5.2.10. USCIRF will continue to monitor the situation closely to determine if positive
developments warrant a change in Egypt’s status during the year ahead.
13.6. LIBYA: The U.S. government estimates the population at 6.4 million (July 2015 estimate.)
Ninety-seven percent is Sunni Muslim and the remaining 3 percent includes Christians, Hindus,
Bahais, Ahmadi Muslims, Buddhists, and Jews. Many members of the Amazigh ethnic minority
are Ibadi Muslims; nearly all other non-Sunni Muslims are foreign residents.
13.6.0. Please let me ring the Death Knell for 4 American’s murdered under Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton! In war we know we are going to lose some, but not an Ambassador and their
staff when their boss should have known better if she had only read the past ARBs!! See Doc
21 EXHIBIT 28 ARB Report Bombings of US Embassies 1998 Annotated
13.6.1. 2015 Summary
13.6.1.1. The first post-Qadhafi government issued the constitutional declaration of 2011,
which functions as the interim constitution.
13.6.1.2. A statement issued in December 2013 by the General National Congress, the then
legislative body and predecessor to the HoR, declared sharia the only source of legislation and
voided any laws that contravened it.
13.6.1.2.1. The legal status of that statement, however, is unclear. The Ministry of Justice
referred the matter to an expert committee it had established to review any claims of national
legislation contradicting sharia.
13.6.1.2.1.1. It is unclear if this committee is still standing or has ruled on any particular
legislation.
13.6.1.2.1.2. Sounds like my Federal Question Case, and I’m waiting to hear again!!
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13.6.3. The government appointed by the Libyan House of Representatives (HoR) was based in
the eastern city of Bayda, while competing self-proclaimed authorities operated from Tripoli.
13.6.3.1. Who really is in control?? It is a holy civil war in Libya!! Who was and is in Benghazi??
13.6.4. The interim constitution states that Islam is the state religion and sharia is the principal
source of legislation.
13.6.4.1. It accords non-Muslims the freedom to practice their religion.
13.6.5. There is no law providing for individuals’ right to choose or change their religion or to
study, discuss, or promulgate their religious beliefs, nor is there a law prohibiting conversion
from Islam to another religion or prohibiting proselytizing.
13.6.5.1. The law prohibits “instigating division” and insulting Islam or the Prophet
Muhammad, charges that could carry a maximum sentence of death.
13.6.6. While the constitution bans discrimination based on religion, the government did not
prevent violent extremist groups from taking advantage of the country’s security vacuum to
attack religious minorities, nor did it investigate crimes against religious minorities or
religious sites.
13.6.7. Amid escalating violence, the U.S. embassy and most diplomatic missions evacuated
Tripoli in July 2014. While the U.S. embassy was not based in Libya, the U.S. government
continued to raise the issue of targeting religious groups in conversations with the government
and other Libyan interlocutors.
13.6.8. The government did not control large areas of the country, including the cities of Darnah
and Sirte, where there were numerous reports of violent groups restricting religious practices,
enforcing compliance with sharia according to their interpretation, and targeting those viewed
as violating their standards.
13.6.9. In February a video on social media depicted the beheading of 21 Christians, 20 of them
Egyptian Copts and the other a Ghanaian. Da’esh (the Islamic State in Iraq and Levant)
[SUNNIS] claimed responsibility for the killings.
13.6.9.1. The group also claimed responsibility for the killing of 28 Ethiopian and Eritrean
Christians in April, and a Sudanese Christian in October.
13.6.9.2. Da’esh [SUNNIS] reportedly killed imams in Sirte and Ajdabiya for failing to swear
allegiance to the organization.
13.6.9.3. Da’esh [SUNNIS] also vandalized and destroyed Sufi religious sites on several
occasions.
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13.6.10. The UN Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) reported increased hostility towards Shia
Muslims and Shia Islam since 2012 at various levels of Libyan society.
13.6.10.1. Shit was hitting the fan before Benghazi!!
13.6.10.2. Who was keeping an eye on things??
13.6.10.3. Certainly not Secretary of State hillary rod-them clinton!!
13.6.10.4. What was really going on in Benghazi??
13.6.11. UNSMIL reported that courts in the area controlled by the Tripoli-based authorities
continued to sentence defendants to corporal punishment in accordance with its
interpretation of Islamic jurisprudence, including flogging for adultery and amputations for
theft.
13.6.11.1. UNSMIL received confirmation in October from al-Jdaida Women’s Institution for
Correction and Rehabilitation in Tripoli that a female Tunisian inmate was sentenced to 100
lashes and six months incarceration for adultery, and that flogging was carried out recently in
a separate case.
13.6.11.2. According to UNSMIL, the judiciary did not adequately function and citizens had
little recourse for violations of religious freedom.
13.6.12. The government did not maintain law and order through the justice and security
systems. Instead, a variety of groups – revolutionary brigades, tribal militias, local strongmen –
supported local security. The government did not have much control over these groups, and its
response to instances of violence against members of minority religious groups was limited to
condemnations of the violence.
13.6.12.1. Sounds and looks like what imam obama is instigating here in our United States of
America for he wrote, “we should pursue our own absolute truths only if we acknowledge that
there may be a terrible price to pay.”, and he incites it with his speech!!
13.6.13. Grand Mufti Al-Gharyani stated the country’s ongoing clashes over territory,
resources, and political legitimacy was due to religious tensions.
13.6.13.1. Another Sectarian religious holy war in an islamic nation!! And they are running to
US2 to bring it to US2!!
13.6.13.1.1. Will this Judiciary bring a stop to imam obama and his demo-rats attack on US2!!
13.6.13.2. Al-Gharyani was a vocal opponent of UN attempts to broker a political agreement
between the two sides.
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13.6.13.2.1. That sounds familiar, “… if my notion of faith is no better or worse than yours, and
my notions of truth and goodness and beauty are as true and good and beautiful as yours –
then how can we ever hope to form a society that coheres?” imam obama!!
13.6.13.3. Following the announcement that militias affiliated with the Tripoli-aligned city of
Misrata supported the UN-led political dialogue in May, he issued a statement calling it “unIslamic” for anyone to stop fighting without direct orders from leaders in Tripoli.
13.6.14. It is so bad that the USCIRF didn’t even rate Libya!!
13.6.2. 2016 Summary – NO 2016 REPORT
13.6.2.1. Small numbers of Roman Catholics, Anglicans, Greek and Russian Orthodox, and
nondenominational Christians, many of whom are foreign workers, remain in the country. Since
the evacuation of western diplomatic missions from Tripoli in July 2014, no reliable surveys
have been conducted on the number of foreign workers remaining in the country. From the
2015 Report.
13.6.2.2. It appears to me that the that the Arab Spring, See Section 14., has avalanched the
middle east backwards into a dark age!! They missed the first one!!
13.7. SAUDI ARABIA: The U.S. government estimates the total population at 27.7 million (July
2015 estimate), including more than eight million foreign residents. Approximately 85 to 90
percent of the approximately 20 million citizens are Sunni Muslims who predominantly adhere
to the Hanbali School of Islamic jurisprudence. Shia Muslims constitute 10 to 15 percent of the
citizen population.
13.7.0. Sunni Brothers of ISIS!! – World Trade Center Attackers – Twice 226 [10] & 911 [7]: 8
years 7 months apart!! Coded Numbers of ANCIENT OF DAYS: 10 being coded for the evil of the
earth “America”; 8 being a coded number related to circumcision of ANCIENT OF DAYS,
circumcising evil, practiced by Ishmael & Isaac; and 7 being a coded number for GOD!!!!
13.7.0.1. 15-July-2016 The House Intelligence Committee released the 28 pages from 911
report that were previously classified. “No smoking GUN against the Saudis!!”
13.7.0.1.1. A lot of smoke can be wafted away in 15 years!!
13.7.0.1.2. Look at all the smoke the FBI wafted away to protect hillary clinton!!
13.7.0.2. Yet the evidence is nonetheless likely to inflame the relationship between US2 and
them, which has been struggling for the last year.
13.7.0.2.1. Those islamic saudi sunnis don’t like the islamic shia iran nuke deal!!
13.7.0.2.2. Maybe imam obama is playing divide and conquer on them?? On all of us??
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13.7.0.3. We need to quit playing with world politics, much like this ACT is trying to do, and
Strengthen and Protect US2 first and foremost!!!!
13.7.0.4. Trump can do this, but hillary has already done too much sleeping around with our
enemies and letting Americans be murdered under her watch!!
13.7.1. 2015 Summary
13.7.1.1. Sunni Islam is the official religion, and the country’s constitution is the Quran and
the Sunna, or traditions of the Prophet Muhammad.
13.7.1.2. The Basic Law of Governance establishes the country as a sovereign Arab Islamic state
in which Islam is the official religion. The Basic Law stresses sharia as the “foundation of the
Kingdom” and states that the “country’s constitution is the Quran and the Sunna.”
13.7.1.2.1. The legal system is based on the Hanbali School of Sunni Islamic jurisprudence, and
freedom of religion is not addressed in the law.
13.7.1.2.2. The law criminalizes “calling for atheist thought,” “calling into question the Islamic
religion,” and “sowing discord in society.”
13.7.1.2.3. One citizen was publicly lashed 50 times in accordance with a sentence based on his
2013 conviction for violating Islamic values, violating sharia, committing blasphemy, and
mocking religious symbols on the internet.
13.7.1.2.3.1. Looks like the Saudis will be out to lash me with a mace and help the demo-rats
lash me to a cross for crucifixion!!
13.7.1.3. The government imprisoned individuals accused of apostasy and blasphemy,
violating Islamic values, insulting Islam, black magic, sorcery, and “immoral activity.”
13.7.1.4. The government sentenced at least two individuals to death for apostasy and
blasphemy, and both sentences were pending appeal at year’s end.
13.7.1.5. Citing rules on activities such as gender mixing, noise disturbances, and immigration
violations, the government harassed, detained, arrested, and occasionally deported some
foreign residents who participated in private non-Islamic religious activities.
13.7.1.5.1. We need to deport those practicing sharia law of any kind in our United States of
America and the Republic for which it Stands!!
13.7.1.6. Instances of prejudice and discrimination against Shia Muslims continued to occur
with respect to access to public services and equitable representation in government,
educational and public-sector employment opportunities, and judicial matters.
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13.7.1.7. Shia clerics and activists who advocated for equal treatment of Shia Muslims were
arrested, and at least one Shia cleric awaited execution after being convicted on charges of
“violent opposition” to the government.
13.7.1.7.1. We should send the same message to those of “black lives matter” who are doing
the same thing here in our United States of American including imam obama for inciting them!!
13.7.1.8. Since 2004, Saudi Arabia has been designated as a “Country of Particular Concern”
(CPC) under the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998 for having engaged in or tolerated
particularly severe violations of religious freedom.
13.7.1.9. Most recently, on February 29, 2016, the Secretary of State redesignated Saudi
Arabia as a CPC, and announced a waiver of the sanctions that accompany designation as
required in the important national interest of the United States pursuant to section 407 of the
Act.
13.7.1.9.1. Our First National Interest should be keeping the Sunnis out of our United States of
America and the Republic for which it Stands.
13.7.1.9.2. Our energy independence is critical to this, and we need to push forward with
continued clean coal operations and optimizations!! A Tri-gen Plant may be the Answer!!
13.7.2. 2016 Summary
13.7.2.1. Despite some improvement in religious freedom, Saudi Arabia remains uniquely
repressive in the extent to which it restricts the public expression of any religion other than
Islam, and a number of high profile cases during the past year demonstrated the
government’s continued disregard for freedom of thought, conscience, and religion or belief.
13.7.2.2. The government privileges its own interpretation of Sunni Islam over all other
interpretations and prohibits any non-Muslim public places of worship in the country.
13.7.2.2.1. Looks like our Government should be doing more to fight them over there than
attack me and our local governments here, such as in my case, and the Case of Bensalem
Township, PA. See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 27 US v Bensalem Township PA Zoning for Mosque
21Jul2016.
13.7.2.3. It continues to prosecute, imprison, and flog individuals for dissent, apostasy,
blasphemy, and sorcery, and a 2014 law classifying blasphemy and advocating atheism as
terrorism has been used to prosecute human rights defenders and others.
13.7.2.3.1. Looks like only the sunni islamist are free over there and everyone else is harmed!!
13.7.2.4. In addition, authorities continue to repress and discriminate against dissident clerics
and members of the Shi’a community who criticize the government and call for equal rights.
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13.7.2.5. During the past year, terrorists, including ISIL [sunni brothers of the sunni saudis] and
its affiliates, increasingly targeted Shi’a worshippers. During the reporting period, there have
been at least five major attacks targeting Shi’a places of worship: in January 2016, a suicide
bombing and gun attack on a Shi’a mosque in al-Ahsa in the Eastern Province resulted in four
deaths and at least 18 injured; in October, a gunman opened fire on a Shi’a mosque in Saihat in
the Eastern Province, killing five and wounding nine; also in October, a suicide bombing at a
Shi’a mosque in the Najran Province resulted in two deaths and at least 19 injured; in May, a
suicide bombing outside a Shi’a mosque in Dammam, Eastern Province resulted in four deaths;
and earlier in May, a suicide bombing at a Shi’a mosque in Qatif, Eastern Province killed 21 and
injured more than 100.
13.7.2.5. They’re killing enemies so does the big brother sunni saudi government or CAIR care?
13.7.2.5.1. Why isn’t CAIR, the Center for American Islamic Relations, over their?? Because they
would probably be killed for trying to protect others!! Or is CAIR over here to kill US2??
13.7.2.6. Based on the Saudi government’s systematic, ongoing, and egregious violations of
religious freedom, USCIRF again recommends in 2016 that Saudi Arabia be designated a
“country of particular concern,” or CPC, under the International Religious Freedom Act (IRFA).
13.7.2.7. The State Department has designated Saudi Arabia a CPC repeatedly since 2004, most
recently in July 2014.
13.7.2.8. However, since 2006, an indefinite waiver has been in place on taking action
otherwise mandated by law as a result of the CPC designation.
13.7.2.8.1. More political protection for them from both parties.
13.7.2.9. It is time to cut the ties with these Fundamental Islamic Sharia Coders for they would
just as soon see US2 dead versus a friend!!
13.8. SYRIA
13.8.0. In the news every day it’s a war zone!!
13.8.1. Some History from the 2016 Report:
13.8.1.1. The involvement of international actors has produced mixed results, but in many
cases it has contributed to increased ethno-sectarian tensions throughout the country.
13.8.1.2. The Iranian-backed, U.S.-designated terrorist group, Hezbollah, has provided military
support for the Syrian Arab Army.
13.8.1.2.1. And President obama and his demo-rats provided $150 billion in aid and comfort to
our sworn enemy the Islamic Republic of Iran and set them on an accelerated pathway to
Nuclear Weapons!! See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 21 Iran Nuclear Deal A Review By a Process Engineer.
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13.8.1.3. Human rights groups have documented Hezbollah’s sectarian rhetoric against Sunni
Muslims.
13.8.1.3.1. Shia brothers killing their Sunni brothers for aren’t they all descendants of Ishmael??
Isn’t there something in the Ancient of Days Text about this being seen in the end times??
13.8.1.3.2. Is GOD GLORIFIED in the killing of HIS children in this the Last World War as it is no
longer nation against nation, but brother against brother, sister against sister, and fathers and
mothers also all in the NAME of GOD, but lacking the WILL of GOD, MERCY??
13.8.1.4. Additionally, ceasefire and negotiations overseen – and at times orchestrated – by
Iran and Hezbollah have facilitated the forced relocation of Sunni Muslims to northern Syria
and Shi’a Muslims to Damascus.
13.8.1.4.1. “Divide et Impera!!” = “Divide and Conquer!!”
13.8.1.4.1.1. Just what obama has been doing to US2 for the last 8 years in imposing his islamic
will on US2 and providing aid and comfort to our enemies here and over there!!
13.8.1.4.1.2. Treason!!
13.8.1.5. The Russian government denies calling its intervention in Syria a “holy war” and
disputes the authenticity of pictures of Russian Orthodox priests blessing missiles headed to
Syria.
13.8.1.5.1. “Many will come and say here I AM, and there I AM, but do not go after them. Not
every one who says to ME, ‘LORD, LORD,’ shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does
MY WILL. On Judgment Day, many will say to ME, ‘LORD, LORD, did we not prophesy in YOUR
NAME, and cast out demons in YOUR NAME, and do many mighty works in YOUR NAME?’ And
then will I declare to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from ME, you evildoers.’” Et al &
Matthew 7.21 – 23. All three religions j-c-i claim in GOD’S NAME, but are evil doers of satan!!!
13.8.2. Some of what is going on at the present time from the 2016 Report:
13.8.2.1. Syria’s religious communities are largely deprived of religious freedom due to the
actions of President Bashar al-Assad’s regime, elements of the armed opposition, and U.S.designated terrorist groups, in particular the al-Qaeda [sunnis] affiliated Jabhat al-Nusra and
the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) [sunnis], among others. “Iranian-backed
Hezbollah” [shia]??
13.8.2.2. The Syrian crisis has evolved into a largely sectarian conflict. [Sectarian: denoting or
concerning a sect or sects.]
13.8.2.2.1. A political correct way of softly saying “RELIGIOUS WAR”!!!!
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13.8.2.2.2. Sects against Sects of the same religion!! Sects against Sects of different religions!!
Three religions in a New World War today!! 666 x 616 = 410256 then numerals summed = 18
and 18 is 666!! And it applies to judaism-christianity-islam!! See Revelations Chapter 13!!
13.8.2.2.3. Manmade religions are evil!! See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 8 SRLS 22Mar2016 Presentation
and Doc 21 EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016!!!!
13.8.2.3. The al-Assad regime continues to target Arab Sunni Muslim civilians and other
individuals or groups that oppose it, including through indiscriminate bombings, sieges,
starvation, and the use of chemical weapons.
13.8.2.4. ISIL [sunnis] targets the regime and its supporters, religious minorities, and any
Muslims opposing its violent version of Islamist ideology.
13.8.2.4.1. I argue that it is Fundamental Islamic Sharia Law of Shahada with the Sward!!
13.8.2.4.2. And obama gives aid and comfort to them all: Sunni Saudi and Shia Iran, and lets all
of them in trouble run to US2 for aid, comfort, and protection!! They will be the death of US2,
and Shia Islamic Republic of Iran shouts that very thing, “Death to America!!”, and Saudi fully
demonstrated their declared hate for US2 on 911!!
13.8.2.5. Syrian and international groups alike have documented attacks on places of worship,
kidnappings and killings of religious leaders, and public beheadings and mass murders of
anyone who does not submit to the control and authority of ISIL [sunnis].
13.8.2.6. Due to the collective actions of the Bashar al-Assad regime, elements of the armed
opposition, and U.S.-designated terrorist groups, USCIRF again recommends in 2016 that Syria
be designated as a “country of particular concern,” or CPC, under the International Religious
Freedom Act (IRFA), as it has recommended since 2014.
14. The bho deterioration not just of We the People of our United States and our United States
but the rest of the World also!!!! [bho = barack hussein obama!!]
14.1. The Arab Spring – 17-Dec-2010 to mid-2012 a revolutionary wave of civil unrest and wars
in the Arab World under the watchful eye of islamic imam obama since the start of 2009!!
14.1.1. Tunisia – Egypt – Libya – Yemen – Syria – Bahrain - Kuwait – Lebanon – Oman –
Morocco – Jordan – Saudi Arabia – Sudan – Mauritania – et al.
14.1.2. Tens of thousands killed!!
14.1.3. And now without governance all HELL has broken out this summer!!
14.1.4. And winter is coming!!
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14.2. The Afghanistan and Iraq Pull out ordered by commander in chief barack hussein obama
Jun-2011 to 31-Dec-2014. What’s in a name??
14.3. The Rise Sunnism of ISIS, ISIL [IL=Iraq (Old Babylon) & Levant (Syria, Lebanon, Israel, &
Jordan)], Daesh, et al?? 01-Jan-2015 and growing still with almost 2 billion backers!!
14.4. Jordan and Israel they are coming for you!!!!
14.5. And to US2 2009–present. See 17.5.1. and post of Doc 21 3RD MOP Plaintiffs Final
Pleadings 4 Freedom.
14.6. But did it all begin with Iraqi Ambassador April Glaspie and her “Green Light” to Saddam
Hussein on 25-Jul-1990 summarized, “The U.S. doesn’t care about your Arab-Arab relations, but
whatever you do, do quickly.”
14.6.1. Eight Days later Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait.
14.6.2. Then Chief Bush-1 proceeded to slap the shit out of him with access granted by Saudi
Arabia!!
14.6.2.1. Is that why we are still protecting Saudi Arabia??
14.7. We need to stop playing in the Middle East, in the World with Piousness!!!
14.8. And just this past Saturday a 12-14 year old, so they think, ISIS Coder blew himself up at a
Wedding in Turkey killing 54.
14.9. 6-6-6 – World Wide Tribulation alive in Religious Wars of judaism-christianity-islam????
15.0. HOW DID THE WORLD REACH THIS POINT???? World Religious Hatred for each other!!!
16.1. See Doc 21 EXHIBIT 7 John 3_16 does not stand alone, page 3 end of second paragraph:
16.1.1. “Ha! Those who write out evil writs and compose iniquitous documents, to subvert the
cause of the poor, to rob of their rights the needy of MY people; that widows may be their
spoil, and fatherless children their booty! What will you do on the day of punishment, when
the calamity comes from afar? To whom will you flee for help, and how will you save your
carcasses?” Isaiah 10.1 – 3 from the Tanakh. Nicodemus and his peers [religions: judaismchristianity-islam], then, now, and tomorrow, talk but say nothing.
16.2. So they kill and kill and kill just as imam obama wants, “we should pursue our own
absolute truths only if we acknowledge that there may be a terrible price to pay.”!!!
17.0. And here in US2???? It appears there are EVIL RELIGIOUS WRITS also:
17.1. Trickled over US2 with the SSA in 1935;
17.1.1. Deepened with the 1965 SSA Amendments protecting the “Old Order Amish”;
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17.2. Overflowed with the Employment Division v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872 (1990):
17.2.1. “the Supreme Court virtually eliminated the requirement that the government justify
burdens on religious exercise imposed by laws neutral toward religion”;
17.3. Cascaded with the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA):
17.3.1. “openly or secretly” Marci Hamilton writing for Justia, posted in Religion and Speech,
16-Apr-2015, The One-Religious-World-View Public Policy of the Conservative Christians and
the Way Out:
17.3.1. “When RFRA [Religious Freedom Restoration Act] began its journey through our society
in 1993, the conservative Christian agenda was so deeply buried that the “Coalition for the Free
Exercise of Religion” included the ACLU, Americans United for Separation of Church and State,
and People for the American Way. President Clinton proudly signed it.”
17.3.2. “While the RFRA movement started with a remarkable even if utterly misguided
bipartisan coalition, it is increasingly clear that one religious cohort in the United States has
stood to benefit, and that the RFRA push is really just an integral part of the larger goal of
imposing one religious world view on national and state public policy. The result is that the
claim to a generic religious liberty now rings hollow. More importantly, it is time for our elected
representatives to be reminded that, under the Constitution, they are required to represent all
Americans, regardless of faith or creed.”;
17.4. Overflowed US2 onto the World with the 1998 22 U.S. Code Chapter 73 - INTERNATIONAL
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT (IRFA):
17.4.1. And the Act has done nothing but cost tax payers around $63 million. 22 USC 73 IRFA:
Impotent Relief Flatulation Act for the odiferous cesspoolians in the Legislative and Executive
Branches of our Federal Government and all their Repugnant Flatulent Rhetoric!!;
17.4.2. Was this a driving force behind 911; and
17.5. The Evil Writs came full Circle with the closure of the Satanic Pentagram with imam
obama’s care of 2010 with his institution of the islamic sharia zakat tax on US2!!!!!
18.0. I now read Doc 21 EXHIBIT 9 of GOD 20Feb2016 starting with the last paragraph on page
183 and continuing through to the middle of page 188 with new and expanded understanding
of where the Worlds is today versus 2004 when I was growing in Wisdom with GOD one on
ONE!!!! As I said when I closed page 3 of John 3_16 does not stand alone “This work is not
complete, for no work seeking the Wisdom of GOD was, is, or will ever be completed by man!”
19.0. Judiciary: Please let this be the time and the case that returns US2 back to our Roots and
Trunk where the Freedom of SPIRIT TRULY EXISTED in our SUPREME LAW as long as that SPIRIT
did not seek to harm others!!!!!!!

3:16-cv-93 Plaintiff’s, Page 69 of 69 Exhibit 31
19.0.1. The Following are the Motions Requested before with the added basis on the
arguments herein and supported by all my other Documents.
19.1. Motion for Plaintiff to be granted a “Religious Exemption” from the ACA and SSA et al.
19.2. Motion to award to Plaintiff all Compensatory Damages of ACA fines and SSA Benefits
with DOW rate of return as detailed in Federal Question Complaint 3:16-cv-00093 Relief Item 3.
19.3. Motions for award of Monetary Relief, and Punitive and Exemplary Relief against DOJ and
FBI and their employees, and Master as detailed in 3RD MOP Section 12.
19.4. Motions for award of Monetary Relief, and Punitive and Exemplary Relief against each
member of Congress, personally, as detailed in 3RD MOP Section 17.
19.5. Motions for award of Monetary Relief, and Punitive and Exemplary Relief against
President Barack Obama, personally, as detailed in 3RD MOP Section 17. (18) First President not
to accept public campaign finance money in 2008. He then raised $1 Billion Dollars: where did
it all come from: really??
19.6. Motion for award to Plaintiff Compensatory Damages for Fees and Expenses of a pro se
plaintiff forced to act on his own accord as “Adjusted Remedies & Relief”, Bivens et al, as
detailed in 3RD MOP Section 21. even though I’m not a lawyer.
19.7. Motion for award to Plaintiff recognizing “GATHERING CENTER DISCIPLESHIP” (“GCD”) as a
CHURCH under US Federal and State Law as outlined in 3RD MOP Section 22.
19.8. Motion for Awards to Plaintiff of such additional relief as the interests of justice may
require.
19.8.1. With emphasis for consideration to the arrest and try Hillary Clinton for dereliction of
duty as Secretary of State, See 3RD MOP Section 1. @ 1.5.2.2. pages 8,9, & 10 of 117; 6.3.22.1.
bottom of 31 of 117; 9.2.10.2. to of 47 of 117; 17.5.1.3. bottom of page 90 through 92 of 117;
and EXHIBIT 28 ARB Report Bombings of US Embassies 1998 Annotated providing specific legal
and binding requirements for future Secretary of States to abide by for the Protection of
specific personnel under them that are placed in dangerous places around the World.
19.1. Is a trial for me and all the Relief I Seek even really necessary????
20.0. “GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH”
21.0. Let no man stop what GOD HAS PUT IN MOTION!!!!!!!

